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INTRODUCTION

Sherrill Redmon

Head of the Sophia Smith Collection

~ The fiftieth birthday of the Sophia Smith Collection is surely grounds for

celebration. Back in 1942, when Smith College committed itself to the

preservation of the record of women's lives and work, few could have antici

pated the key role that this cornucopia of women's letters, diaries, pho

tographs, organizations' records, periodicals, and other primary material

would play in making possible the broadening of historical inquiry to include

women's experience and achievements. From the acorn Margaret Storrs

Grierson '22 planted and skillfully tended for its first twenty-three years, the

collection has grown to a sturdy oak of more than four hundred manuscripts

collections occupying 5,000 linear feet, and 650 current and historical peri

odical titles. The closely linked and equally extensive Smith College

Archives, which she directed simultaneously, documents all aspects of the his

tory of a pioneering women's college and holds another 225 manuscripts col

lections of facult)T, administrators, and students.

I regret that when the Sophia Smith Collection turned fifty in such style

on September 25-26, 1992, I was occupied building a women's manuscripts

collection in another part of the country. Almost immediately upon my com

ing to Smith late in 1993, however, I began to hear about Jane White's win

ning performance, Amy Hague's evocative exhibit on the Collection's origins,

and the trio of stimulating lectures on women's biography. In undertaking to

publish the proceedings of that event, our aim is foremost to pay tangible and

durable tribute to Margaret Grierson and her staff. Their imagination, dis

crimination, patience, and hard work set a high standard for all who have fol

lowed. We also wish to thank the participants by presenting their work in a

more permanent form. Nancy Cott, Ellen Chesler, and Carolyn Heilbrun

admirably represent the scholarly community whom we serve. By placing

their own personal and professional papers in our care, Carolyn Heilbrun and

Jane White joined the other class of individuals upon whom our success

hinges: the manuscripts donor community. On their considerable merits,

these talks deserve an airing beyond the gathering of women's historians, col-
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lege faculty; students, and friends who were fortunate enough to hear them

delivered live.

The quality of the symposium is especially noteworthy, considering that

in the months leading to it, the fates conspired to send three key Sophia Smith

Collection and Smith College Archives staff members off to other pursuits.

To their eternal credit, the remaining four staff pulled together to complete

all the tasks that go into hosting a conference with no interruption in service

to researchers or adverse effect on other normal duties. Their success owes

much to the backing of the Library administration, the superior organizing

skills of College Archivist and ·then acting Sophia Smith Collection Director

Margery Sly, and the heroic effort expended by her and the remaining staff

Assistant Curator Amy Hague, Archives Specialist Maida Goodwin, and

Administrative Assistant Araina Heath.

We also gratefully acknowledge the many contributions of the

Anniversary Committee members: in addition to the staff they were Caroline

Dwight Bain '44, ex-chair, Friends of the Library; Susan Bourque, director,

Project on Woman and Social Change; Rebecca Carr '93, Janet Durkin, assis

tant director, Development Office; Daniel Horowitz, professor, American

Studies; Richard Millington, associate professor, English department; Mary

Shaw Newman'50, chair, Friends of the Library; Rosemary O'Connell Offner

,53, executive secretary to the Friends of the Library; Nancy Steeper '59,

executive director, Alumnae Association; and Emily Weir, publications writer,

College Relations.

Capably moderating the symposium and introducing the speakers were

historian-in-training Kathleen Banks Nutter '90; Helen Lefkowitz Horowitz,

professor of history; and Sarah M. Pritchard, Director of the Smith College

Libraries.

My colleagues tell me that the success of the event owed immeasurably to

the tireless efforts of Phyllis Paige AC '80. President Mary Maples Dunn,

former director of the Sophia Smith Collection, Susan Grigg, the Friends of

the Smith College Library; Stacey Schmeidel, Pat and Joe Cote, Ellen Safford

Goodwin '44, Sarah Black, and Alison Scott assisted with everything from

planning, funding, and publicity to food, flowers, programs and sparkling

premIses.

Finally, I am pleased to recognize the contributions of numerous folks to
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this volume. I gratefully acknowledge Margery Sly's efforts in getting it

started. In the year following the celebration she both chaired the search

committee for the new head of the SSC and managed to gather authors' man

uscripts and begin editing them with the assistance of Elizabeth Power

Richardson'43. When I came aboard we made an editorial decision that part

ly accounts for the delay in the volume's appearance. I didn't think a record

of that happy occasion would be complete without making use of the exhibit

"Never... Another Season of Silence" which chronicled the SSC's own reveal

ing life story. Special thanks to Amy Hague for accepting the challenge of

transforming an exhibit into an essay. Maida Goodwin performed editing,

expediting, and shepherding of copy and illustrations into print.

Carolyn Heilbrun has observed that for many women attaining age fifty

kindles new life. May the next generation of friends of women's history

reflect that passing this milestone can also breathe new life into an institu

tion.

We are grateful to Fred Fehl for generously granting permission to pub

lish his photograph of Jane White and to Ursula K. Le Guin and Virginia

Kidd for allowing us to reprint a portion of one of Ms. Le Guin's poems.

Diligent efforts have been made to secure permissions from all photographers

whose works we have used. Our thanks also go to those we did not succeed

in reaching.
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WELCOME

Helen Lifkowitz Horowitz

Prifessor if History and if American Studies, Smith College

* We today openly and freely celebrate what is to us a treasure house of

information and insight into women's lives in the past. We recognize its

importance not just for Smith College but for the world of scholarship and

public policy in this country and in the world. It is the critical repository for

papers that detail women's efforts in employment, birth control, suffrage,

education, women's organizations, and the women's movement. On its

shelves are letters, diaries, manuscripts, photographs, and periodicals. It

holds organizational records and papers of individual women, the stuff from

which biography is written-the documentary base indeed of the talks today.

What is striking to me as one who has looked into the history of Smith

College at its founding is that the collection began in many ways not unlike

the college, a cautious experiment that was looking over its shoulder to be

sure no "feminist" or "bumptious women" were following in its wake. But

what was different in 1942 was that in addition to those concerned about lim

iting women to their proper place were courageous spirits, such as Margaret

Grierson, who were determined to undermine those efforts. Unlike today's

women, they could not move out in the open, but they could endure, collect

the rich resources of women's experience, and wait until a better day. They

did, the Sophia Smith Collection developed, and now in this different era we

can proclaim its glories openly and unabashedly. As we do, we pay tribute to

the wisdom, the cleverness, and the persistence of Margaret Grierson and the

directors and staff who have succeeded her.

As part of that tribute, Amy Hague, who has been on the staff of the

Sophia Smith Collection since 1988, mounted an exhibit on the founding and

early days of the Collection entitled "Never... Another Season of Silence."

Her paper is an adaptation of that exhibit.
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Margaret Storrs Grierson, 1946

§. photograph by Eric Stahlberg

"NEVER... ANOTHER SEASON OF SILENCE": LAYING THE

FOUNDATION OF THE SOPHIA SMITH COLLECTION, 1942-1965*

AmyE. Hague

* Smith College President

Herbert Davis proposed to the

Friends of the Smith College

Library in 1941 that they take on

as a special project a collection

devoted to works of women writ

ers. Margaret Storrs Grierson,

Smith College Archivist since

1940, was appointed Executive

Secretary of the Friends of the

Smith College Library and

Director of the Women's

Collection in 1942. 1 Davis' idea of

a literary collection soon evolved

in a different direction.

There was some difference of opinion about what the new collection

would be. According to Grierson, President Davis was "not clear in his own

mind" about what he wanted, and the historian, Mary Ritter Beard, "rather

hoped that [Smith] would be interested in carrying on the work of the

recently abandoned Women's Archives [World Center for Women's Archives

(WCWA)]," which she had founded in 1935. Within the first year the scope

*"[WJe still wonder at the stolid incapacity of all men to understand that womanfeels the invid

ious distinctions if sex exactly as the black man does those of color, or the white man the more

transient distinctions if wealth,family, position, place and power. ... It was notfrom ignorance if
the unequal laws andfalse public sentiment against woman that our best men stood silent... but

because in their heart if hearts... they did not feel for her the degradation of disfranchise

ment. ... But standing alone we learned our power. We repudiated man's counsels forevermore;

and solemnly [we] vowed that there should never be another season if silence until woman had

the same rights everywhere on this green earth as man." (Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B.

Anthony, and Matilda Joslyn Gage, History of Woman Suffrage, Vol. 2, 1889, p. 265-268.)
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of donations, coupled with Beard's influence, mandated that the project be

redefined as a "special historical collection of women's materials, recording

women's interests and activities in the course of human history and across

the face of the earth.... "2

The donations, many from interested Smith alumnae, were indicative of a

growing consensus of what the new collection should be:

... Such a collection would be primarily if historical value, almost surely qffer

ing. . .fresh material from which to rewrite the pages if our country's

history.... The primary concern if gathering material on American women

from colonial days onward should not, however, lead to the rejection [ij] mate

rial on women if other nations... .Among the Friends if the Smith College

Library, many are especially eager. .. that the collection should be... dijJerently

fOrmulated and would, I am sure, be if lively assistance in the plan. ... This is

the sort if collection which will gather impetus as it grows. I believe that we

have good opportunity to develop a collection which... may be distinguished. ... 3

As the collection grew, so did the proportion of manuscript to published

materials and its recognition by a national community of scholars. Margaret

Grierson explained her role in shaping the Collection's development in these

early years:

President Davis did toss crfJ the idea if a collection if the writings if literary

women, and I have been busyfor years redifi"ning the thing to make sense if it.

In the process, I have more or less quietly won the approval and support and clar

ifi'cation if many intelligent alumnae and non-Smith women.... I am the only

one on campus who knows the women'sfield at all, and I have met only with sup-

port from the president although I have gone slowly, perhaps a little deviously,

relying on accomplished fact to argue for me.... In any case, I think you will

understand how I came to go ahead. .. if the comprehension if those whose plan

it is supposed to be. I am convinced that it is so sound and valuable an enterprise

that it must be developed asfast as possible. ... 4

By 1946, it had become clear that Grierson's plans for strengthening the

Collection's identity and its rapid growth were being realized, yet it still had
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no official name. According to Grierson, "the name of [Smith College'sJ

founder was not used for other purposes,... and it seemed fitting to adopt the

name of the woman who had founded the college to provide women with an

education equivalent (not equal) to that offered men, for the collection which

was to provide a better knowledge of the accomplishment of women through

the ages.... " 5 Thus the Women's Collection became the Sophia Smith

Collection (SSC).

"The Restraint of a Wise WOman in the Presence of a Noisy WOman"6

Margaret Grierson and the Sophia Smith Collection were the inheritors

of a mission Mary Beard had embarked upon almost ten years earlier when

she founded the WCWA. Historian Nancy Cott has described the ways in

which Beard's "unique message" was too advanced for her audience:

Her insistence that women have always been central to history-making helped

bring to life our current understanding if gender as a category if historical

analysis. ... And if women's history at present is still the ((other," not the main

stream history despite its vital supports and the tremendous energy if its practi

tioners, how much more risky at her time-though crucial to ours-must we

acknowledge the efforts if Mary Ritter Beard to have been? Thefull realiza

tion if her best insights. .. still lies ahead if us.

One of Beard's insights was that the addition of women to the academy

would not ensure attention to the history of women as long as women facul

ty "frequently out-Herod Herod in academic sterility." She expressed her dis

gust with the state of women's education in a note sent to Margaret Grierson:

"There can be nothing sillier in this world than for men to assume that they

know how to educate women-except women's letting them do it-both

being totally ignorant of women's history!" She reserved special contempt

for women faculty members at Vassar whom she encountered during a visit

to discuss her book On Understanding Women in the early 1930s. Beard

remembered that the "women teachers cried as if one voice: 'The time has

come to forget women! ... We are becoming human beings.' With no little

heat," Beard retorted, "'[YJou can easily forget 'V0men. You know nothing
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to remember.'''?

Many others had difficulty absorbing Beard's ideas, which only further

fueled her crusading spirit. Frederick L. Allen, Harper's Magazine editor, was

one of the unenlightened: "We have held your manuscript much too long, only

to have to confess ourselves bewildered by it. I read it when it first came in

and felt that I didn't quite know what it was about the history of women's

accomplishments that was not generally known, and I found later that the

other editors share my puzzlement. I hate to say this to so distinguished a

writer, but that's how it is." Beard seized the opportunity to educate Allen by

-sending "the... more detailed meaning of that article." When he replied that

"I really begin to understand what seems to have missed me," Beard proposed

to Margaret Grierson that she use the exchange as "evidence that education

seems possible as well as needed" in making the case to Smith College

President Benjamin Wright. 8

Mary Beard's remedy for such widespread ignorance about women in his

tory was education. The basis of that education was the papers and records

which would restore the human memory of women's place in history. Her

conception of the WCWA "as a political venture, the basis for an educational

revolution, and the site from which women's public protests and social lead

ership might emanate... " was an ambitious reply to the naysayers who doubt

ed there was any such thing as women's history.9

Many prominent women supported Beard's effort to promote the study of

women in history, and in spite of financial difficulties and discord among the

leadership, Beard amassed a large collection of primary research material.

When the enterprise folded in 1940, the responsibility for collecting and pre

serving the record of women in history fell to existing institutions. As part

of her crusade to persuade colleges and universities to include books and pri

mary resources about women in their libraries and curricula, Beard distrib

uted WCWA collections to a number of institutions. Radcliffe College's ini

tial response to Mary Beard's offer was lukewarm, but Smith College, repre

sented by Margaret Grierson, was enthusiastic about collecting the raw

material of women's history. After Beard's death, in a condolence letter to her

son William, Grierson gave her friend full credit for helping to shape the

Sophia Smith Collection: "I hope, and believe, that you know the essential role

that Mary Beard had in the conception and creation of [the SSC] .... It was
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she who patiently led us to a clear understanding of the significance of

women in history and to a clear conception of the proper nature of our

research collection."

Mary Beard was always ready to lend her energy and connections with

key people to the Sophia Smith Collection. In 1942, President Davis

expressed his gratitude to Beard for sending manuscripts for the new collec

tion, and for encouraging him in the project of "making a special collection at

Smith College of the works of women writers, and of original documents par

ticularly concerned with women's part in American culture.... " Grierson

recalled that Beard's "challenging letters and frequent visits, her gifts and

introductions, provided direction to the shaping of the end and aim of the

Sophia Smith Collection," and incidentally forged a lasting friendship

between the two women. Grierson further described the importance of

Beard's support to William Beard: "Through the years of struggle against

academic conventionalism, fear of 'feminism,' lack of adequate support of

administration, insufficient financial backing, Mary Beard's courage and sure

faith in the outcome sustained us. And in the end, the intelligence and value

of our collection had won recognition.... I have wished every day that I

might report that day's new exciting advance to her, or the final achievement

of one of her greatest desires." 10

Mary Beard's donation of portions of the WCWA collections encouraged

a collecting emphasis on international as well as United States subjects.

Grierson built upon this beginning by taking regular "busman's holidays,"

during which she visited the Fawcett Library in London and women's collec

tions in other countries, and established contacts with women's groups in

Canada, Mexico, Puerto Rico, the Philippines, Jamaica, Asia, Latin America,

and Europe. The international orientation of the SSC proved useful when

Grierson was able to make a "special claim" for "consideration" from poten

tial donors. For instance, the scope of the collection was a drawing card for

the niece of Ruth Woodsmall, who was convinced that her aunt's voluminous

record of international work with the YWCA and the Office of the U.S. High

Commissioner for Germany would be suitably placed. 11

Mary Beard's vision played a crucial role in the shaping of the new col

lection, but the enterprise was a team effort, for without Margaret Grierson's

steady guiding presence it would not have thrived. The daily labor-intensive
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curatorial duties, cajoling of donors, and the building of financial and politi

cal support were accomplished quietly and skillfully under her capable direc

tion. With the aid of many interested alumnae, scholars, and donors,

Grierson and her staff developed one of the pre-eminent repositories of pri

mary sources for the study of women's history. By the time she retired in

1965, her successors were able to build upon a priceless collection of archival

materials and the equally valuable goodwill she had cultivated among all its

constituencies.

Mary Beard recognized Margaret Grierson's importance in their part

nership and expressed it often in their correspondence: "What a movement

proceeds to its creative purpose! Thanks to your exceptional mind and sen

sitivity to direction in the pioneering stage. May you live 1000 years!"

Although Beard did not always agree with Grierson's ideas, she believed that

the Smith archivist should be allowed to "wield the reins." Nevertheless,

Beard's investment in an enterprise so near and dear meant that she was ever

eager to give advice to Grierson, Herbert Davis, and his successor, Benjamin

Wright. In spite of her vow "NOT TO DRIVE [Smith and RadcliffeJ INTO ANY

PLANS FOR STUDENT RESEARCH," her regular attempts to advocate the incorpo

ration of women's history into the curriculum caused annoyance in some

quarters. Beard was aware of her penchant for ruilling the feathers of those

who presented themselves as obstacles to the zealous pursuit of her dream: "I

was brash in thinking that it would be helpful for me solo to write an appeal

to the Chief of the College [President WrightJ. He might even stiffen some

ribs... if he were punched the wrong way.... Well, to keep the head sound,

work on its clutch should be done by... the Alumnae, and the Friends.... So

don't fear that I shall do the hasty thing myself." Apparently, Wright was not

aware that Beard was exercising such restraint when he penciled an exasper

ated note to his secretary on the latest Beard letter prodding him to institute

a course in women's history at Smith: "Please acknowledge, thank her, and

say I'm away. [Stop these!J"12

Margaret Grierson tried to further Beard's proposals for semInars at

Smith even though she did not "deeply share Mary's ardor," and recognized

that President Wright's indifference made him an unlikely convert to such a

plan. She was convinced that Beard's end would not be accomplished by a

head-on assault, but more quietly: "My own conviction was that my job was
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to build up a fine collection of material in the field, certain that if this were

well established, it would become known, and once known, would become

widely used, and once of extended serious service, would forward a move

ment toward revision of the curriculum of women's colleges.... You will

understand that mine was a purely scholarly undertaking, or a preparing the

way for scholars, and not in any sense 'activist.'" Mary Beard was apparent

ly aware of her political shortcomings and understood that Grierson's meth

ods would be more likely to prevail: "I believe with you that whether

[President Wright] promotes or is inert about the Smith collection, its devel

opment will proceed and be a center, as you rightly declare, for the higher

education of women."13

The Beard and Grierson team was an effective one. Mary Beard provid

ed a conceptual framework for the sse. Grierson used many of Beard's ideas

to explain and promote the collection to the skeptical or indifferent, convert

ing at least some of them into enthusiasts. Where Mary Beard was an

activist, never hesitant to reveal her impatience with the academy's conser

vatism, Margaret Grierson was a more patient reformer, willing to bide her

time and use her diplomatic skills to promote their joint enterprise. When

some alumnae questioned the value of a collection devoted to women,

Grierson was able to calm their protest by explaining that "the special col

lection was intended not to sharpen the distinction between sexes, but to

lessen it by gathering an imposing evidence of work of women, comparable

in every way with that of men."14 She knew her constituents well and was

able to translate Mary Beard's message into words that they could hear.

"The Rising Tide of Records"

In the early years, many important gifts came from Smith alumnae, but

other donors were equally significant. Grierson took full advantage of the

visits to campus of Smith's honorary degree recipients and their connections

to Smith alumnae. Sophie Drinker's honorary degree for her work in music

"shot [her] out of purgatory to the highest heaven," according to Mary

Beard. Drinker told Beard that she "had hungered to be recognized among

'intellectuals' and this recognition, she added, is her 'fulfillment' .... " Drinker

donated much of her source material for her book Music and Women to the
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SSC. Doro~thy Brush was instrumental in persuading her friend and associ

ate, Margaret Sanger, to donate her personal papers. But it was always

Margaret Grierson's skill at inspiring donors with the value of their papers

(and their work) that carried the day and resulted in a "rising tide of records"

that simultaneously overwhelmed and thrilled Grierson and her staff. "From

Agnes de Mille... to Doctors Dorothy Reed Mendenhall and Florence Sabin,

the variety and richness of contributions were constant and exhilarating

and beyond telling in a word."

Grierson poured a great deal of her time and energy into communicating

frequently and at length with all who showed interest in the SSC through

correspondence and painstakingly detailed annual reports which she distrib

uted widely. Mary Beard wrote to her: "You have gone... about the business

of educating the alumnae and others for their imperative support with such

clear-headedness [andJ diplomacy... that I am day by day cheering over your

leadership." Carrie Chapman Catt read the fourth Annual Report "cover to

cover," and was impressed by the collections described. That, in combination

with an honorary degree from Smith College, was enough to prompt the

donation of a portion of her papers. 16

In one of her frequent letters to Eleanor Garrison, Grierson explained

her method to her friend and donor of one of the SSC's most important col

lections, the Garrison Family Papers: "The dreadful [annualJ report is only

this morning in the hands of the printer.... I certainly spent one awful month

at the thing.... I selected for mention most unworthy names and bits, simply

in an effort to ring a bell in the pates of the uninformed. I do pray you to

believe that I know better, and that this is not at all an expression of

my... understanding of... historical value." The "dreadful" reports, which

always included exclamations over the latest gift to the Garrison Family

Papers, paid off in further donations and goodwill: "Of course I've read and

re-read the Report & fluffed up with pride at all the honorable mentions. You

certainly did full justice to the offerings. I can't tell you what happiness it is

to me to have such a recipient.... [IJ marveL .. at your ability to cope with the

immense volume of material that flows in daily.... How on earth do you do it

all?"l? Other donors also read the reports avidly and responded enthusiasti

cally to mentions of their collections.

The central figures represented in the Garrison Family Papers are Ellen
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Wright Garrison, daughter of

Martha Coffin Wright, women's

rights leader, and William Lloyd

Garrison II, son of William Lloyd

Garrison, the abolitionist. Their

connections to a veritable Who's

Who of nineteenth century

reformers, and their involvement

in many of the refornl movements

of the day, generated an invaluable

collection of documents. Their

Margaret Grierson at her typewriter, 1961

§. photographer unknown

children, Eleanor and Frank,

donated the bulk of the papers in

many small and large increments

from the late 1940s to the early

1960s. From the beginning,

Margaret Grierson was well aware of the treasure that was arriving regular

ly in manila envelopes and cardboard boxes. She did not find it "comforting"

to hear that Garrison was "getting rid of hundreds of letters," but was over

whelmed and delighted by those that arrived on a regular basis. She had soon

begun to work her magic on Eleanor Garrison, who was ready to "ravage the

files to see if I can't unearth something else" and send it "where the reaction

is not to be surpassed." Grierson responded to the "bewilderingly dazzling

floods" with contrition: "I admit... my tragic flaw. I simply could not stop

reading the letters as they came." As intended, none of this escaped Eleanor

Garrison:

I tore up this letter of my mother's [containing "outrageous" observations about

"respected citizen" Charles Lummis whom Ellen Wright Garrison thought was

a "howling bore. '].... Frankfeels strongly that the Lummis letter should not get

into the archives but it is entertaining and so like my mother I had to put it

together again. ... It gives me enormous satiifaction to fancy my mother's grati-

fication . ... She would have rejoiced in you because you have a seeing eye. IS

Margaret Grierson not only made it clear that she was digesting and
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Margaret Grierson to Eleanor Garrison, January 16, 1954

appreciating the donors' treasures, she made a point of regularly sharing with

them the good uses researchers were making of their gifts: "Otelia Cromwell

had wonderful days here [working on her biography of Lucretia Mott] and

even she, who had known the letters before, was quite overwhelmed by the

richness of this collection.... I was tremendously touched by a last talk with
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1620 Garden St.
SanM Barbara
California

January 20, 1954

Margaret dear:

What a delicious delight of a letter. Worth waiting a
year for. How you ever get around to it at all is a mystery
to me. I have another batch of M.C.W. to D.W. 1865 - 59
all but ready to send along. With this I think I shall
aendthree letters from David. Two concerning Marianna's
engagement to Rodman Wharton. She tried with might and main
to love him but her cousin Tom Mott was firmly entrenched
and when the women folk found that out they ceased to try
to hold her to it. Rodman's deportment 8eems to have heen
perfect. One of the letters said that Grandma Coffin gave
Marianna the notion that she was only a step-child to en
courage her to decide in Rodman's favor but you see how
pained and horrified David was at that idea.

Then there are two letters conoerning Grandma Coffin's
death. Both show David in a kindly light. He has been
portrayed a8 somethihg of a kermudgeon in the family annals
and I am constantly surprised at the virtue 11ind in him.
And I always thought that he was considered a poor substi
tute fo~ Peter Pelham but it does nit sound that way at all.

I believe that Grandma Coffin waa much like Martha, she
ie spoken of with high regard and affection, but she slipped
a little when ahe meddled, if I may 8ay ao, in this affair.

I am interested in the Graham history. The name ie of
ten on my lips as I mies graham bread more than loan tell.
It has gone along with the doctor of whom I never heard. I
forgot that Martha was affected by him •

There are lots mope le~ters from David. Frank says he
did away with a lot of them in the early days thinking they
were rather dull. I guess enough are left. Sarah, his
sieter.married Nathaniel Kniffin. I found out his Christi~n

n~me only tonight. Always "Mr. Kinffin". Sarah died in

Eleanor Garrison to Margaret Grierson, January 20, 1954

her, telling how she came to start this book and what Mrs. Mott had meant

in her life." Grierson's genius for building rapport in letters elicited replies

from Eleanor Garrison so lively and descriptive that they augment the docu

ments she donated: "Aunt Lidy [Eliza Wright Osborne] loved all the suf

fragists and put them up royally. Anna Shaw, S.B.A., Mrs. Stanton and the
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Millers and Emily Howland. She had Harriet May Mills in London with her

when we were there in 1910. Harriet was one of the younger campaigners... ,

a nice 'girl' and full of zeal, but... Oswald V[illardJ remarked that if she kept

the leadership of New York State we shouldn't get suffrage 'till Hell's froze

over.' It took Mrs. Catt to make things hum.... " Not all donors had stories

to tell like Eleanor's, or her lively style, but most were willing to give what

they had once Margaret Grierson had won them over. Agnes de Mille, who

donated portions of her papers beginning in 1959, told Grierson: "[YJou

make me feel like Mme. de Sevigne, ... as though I wanted to send you every

thing, in~luding my teeth."19

The donation of the Margaret Sanger Papers, which formed the basis for

the SSC's subsequent collecting focus on the history of birth control and

reproductive rights, provides a good example of Margaret Grierson's skillful

handling of all the parties involved. Florence Rose, Sanger's assistant,

reminded Sanger that she had promised Mary Beard some of her personal

papers for the WCWA, and that the Sophia Smith Collection was, in a sense,

the inheritor of the Archives' mission. Following a visit by Margaret Sanger

to the SSC in 1946, Dorothy Brush expressed her concern that the Sanger

Papers might be lost to another repository: "[Margaret Sanger] is sure our

president ... is pro-Catholic because she says he took occasion to admire the

Catholics three different times to her.... She does not believe he will ask for

her material and I do not think she will give it now, unless he, personally does

this. Personally, I think he probably doesn't have much of an idea as to just

who she is anyhow or he wouldn't have been so tactless.... I think it would be

an awful blot on our escutcheon if we let this slip through our fingers now!"

Grierson was not only left with the task of repairing the damage caused by

the President's tactlessness, but according to Dorothy Brush, she also need

ed to compensate for the negative impression made by the College Librarian:

... 1 am sure [Margaret Sanger] shocked the librarian! That however does not

distress m~1 think it would do her lots of good to be shocked right out of the

library! Margaret is a universalperson, a citizen of the world, and at home all

over the world and in all sorts of society. For that reason she sometimesforgets

that other people have not been so privileged! 1 admit 1 was a bit shocked by the

story she told myself-but chiefly for fiar of its affect [sic] on whatever her
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name is.... I really am worried and rather wish I hadn't brought her up there.

Shefell in love with you, as I am sure everyone must,...but not with Prexy or the

custodian of the books!

Margaret Grierson pulled the fat out of the fire by securing a follow-up

letter to Sanger from President Davis and writing one of her own that was

typically warm and ego-boosting. Sanger replied with a promise to deposit

some of her papers, thanking Grierson for her "utter kindness and dearness

in making my visit there such a happy one." Dorothy Brush was certain that

"none of this would ever have happened" without Margaret Grierson's "inspi

rational writings." 20

Margaret Sanger and Eleanor Garrison were not the only donors won

over by Margaret Grierson's personal attentions. The litany of grateful effu

sions in response to her enthusiastic and detailed letters enumerating the

wonders of the donor's papers is constant during her more than twenty years

at the helm of the SSC. She became such good friends with many of her donor

correspondents that the ties remained unbroken well into her retirement.

Mary Byers Smith, donor of portions of the New England Hospital Records,

wrote Grierson: "Mrs. G. [Edith Garrison] told me that your letters to

Eleanor G.[arrison] kept her alive!! I can say the same!" Alice Morgan

Wright, sculptor, suffragist, and animal rights activist, warned that "if

[Margaret] keeps on with those 'heavenly letters' she is probably going to

need not only another building but another campus." Perhaps writer Nancy

Hale, the donor of her own and the Hale Family Papers, best expressed what

it was like to receive one of Margaret Grierson's little works of art in the

mail: "Your letter of February 12th was one of your very best-warm and

moving and embracing-I wish you lived with me all the time so that I would

feel the way I feel when I read your letters, all the time, presumably! I really

don't know how you do it because actually you are not an effusive person but

your letters, while not effusive, are warmer than springtime. They are just

lovel~ the way my garden is now."21

Donors continued to give books to the SSC, but increasingly the gifts

arrived in the form of manuscripts, personal papers, records of organizations,

and ephemeral publications unlikely to be preserved in general libraries. As

the collection became more unique and grew in importance it began to draw
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increased attention. Smith College faculty were beginning to incorporate its

material into their classes, and scholars and authors from around the country

were requesting information, copies, and photographs. By 1954, a large num

ber of students were writing honors theses and term papers using the collec

tions, and several scholarly works researched in the SSC were published.

Seven years later, historians and other researchers came to the SSC "from

Harvard to the University of California, Chicago to Texas, and from Canada,

England, The Netherlands, India, [and] Australia... " to use the collection.22

The amount of work involved in building a new collection and the next

president's lack of interest in the enterprise were daunting, but there was also

a sense of excitement that inspired the small staff. In a tribute to her long

time assistant and friend, Elizabeth Duvall, Margaret Grierson described the

atmosphere: "[S]he and I became associates in adventure, sailing still large

ly uncharted seas.... If our 'work' absorbed our lives in those happy years,

there was plenty of social pleasure and fun in it. We were constantly enter

taining our distinguished donors and supporters, research workers and inter

ested inquiring visitors.... " 23 Grierson, as appreciative of her staff as she was

the donors, did not hesitate to share credit for the growth and development

of the SSC with Duvall and other staff members who devoted themselves to

its success.

Though Grierson's success encouraged her, it simultaneously threatened

to overwhelm the staff and the space available to the collection., She confid

ed to Eleanor Garrison that "the daily mails, gifts, visitors keep up a crazy

pace," and that she felt "like those acrobats who keep a row of plates spinning

on the top of poles." Alice Morgan Wright wrote to Margaret Grierson in

'1957: "I'm sorry for all the summer days you have to spend on your library

work though I expect it is your own fault for having made such a success of

it." At regular intervals, Grierson struggled to get the college administra

tion to recognize the SSC's growing importance and consequent need for

increased financial support. Early in President Wright's tenure, it became

apparent that he had qualms about the place of the SSC in an undergraduate

institution: "President Wright has expressed the belief that [Smith

College's] library should... not ,[be] a research library.... He is in a tizzy

about the finances of old Smith.... All privately endowed colleges have the jit

ters.... I am sure that the only reason that he does not at once see in [the
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SSC] an object of 'justifiable' support, is that he fears its expense and still

goes on the broad line that we should not afford material of such quality."24

A new administration brought with it an attitude more hospitable to the

support of the SSC. President Thomas C. Mendenhall was its firm backer, as

well as the donor of a valuable collection, the papers of his mother, Dorothy

Reed Mendenhall. Even so, obstacles remained to be overcome, and it was

Grierson who was ultimately responsible for the Collection's well-being:

I loathe afight, and I am very poor at it, but that is just what I am engaged in.

My last act, before our President took offjOr his summer holiday in England,

was to get him an...estimate of probable annual expansion. It shows that the

presentplanningjOr the new [James Mandly Hills] Wing will give the Archives

only a few feet more than it already uses, and will give the Sophia Smith

Collection actually less jOotage. ... I trust that these facts andfigures will perco

late during the summer, and that there will be a revision of plans in the

fall. ... [T]his whole business has taken endless precious time and is so distaste

ful to me that I am frantic. However, I just can't refuse to carryon the good

fight, at whatever expense to my belovedjob. I am retiring soon, . .. and I cannot

leave without doing everything within my feeble powers to make assured the

future of these enterprises to which I have devoted twenty years, and which are

so dear to my heart and so incomparably valuable to the College.

Grierson's "good fight" was unsuccessful in this instance and she had to

make do with the inadequate space. Nevertheless, by 1961 plans were being

made for the Sophia Smith Collection and the Smith College Archives to

move to new quarters within Neilson Library, the James Mandly Hills Wing,

presented by Helen Hills Hills, a "generous friend" of the two collections.25

"I Was Around...for the Planting of an Acorn"

In 1965, upon her retirement, the Friends of the Smith College Library

created The Margaret Storrs Grierson Endowed Fund for the maintenance

and development of the Sophia Smith Collection and the College Archives.

Three years later, Grierson was awarded the Smith College Medal. In her

twenty-three years of building and strengthening the SSC, much had changed.
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A pagefrom one if Margaret Grierson's daybooks, 1956

President Thomas C. Mendenhall did not hesitate to claim, in awarding the

Medal, that Smith, "as an institution which for almost a century has played

its part in the emancipation of women through education, ... proudly supports

this collection of their achievement and aspirations which you in fact have

founded." Her years of patient effort had put the Sophia Smith Collection on

a solid footing, making a great contribution to women's history scholarship.26

Eleanor Flexner, author of Century if Struggle, wrote the following

advice to social reformer Mary van Kleeck in 1956: "My book comes on apace,
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and would come on a good deal better and faster if the suffrage ladies had any

respect for history and had not either a) self-censored their correspondence,

or b) scattered it to the four winds. Please be advised that you will do your

future biographer... a kindness if you will take steps to ensconce your papers

in some nice, well-managed, warm, clean, fire-proof spot like the Radcliffe

Archives or the Sophia Smith Collection.... " It was thanks to the dedication

of women like Grierson that Rlexner was able to refer van Kleeck to the SSC,

which acquired her papers beginning in 1956. Van Kleeck had been "over

whelmed by [Grierson's] appreciation of the possible value" of her archives:

Memoirs are personal in essence, and in my observation hardly more than short

lived in interest at best.... To write about [national issues] with merely me as

the unifYing element 'Ujould belittle them to the vanishing point. ... Now, at last,

as I have worked on materials to be sent. .. and especially, as I have received your

enlightening and creative response, the concept has emerged that the collection

itself, if properly arranged, would be the most useful biography.... That you

should have understood this so clearly, and with such enthusiasm, is to me a won

der. ... 27

Grierson was able to empathize with a donor like van Kleeck and so many

other women of van Kleeck's generation, who acknowledged the importance

of documenting their work, but jealously guarded the privacy of their per

sonallives. At the same time she was flexible enough to encourage a donor

like Margaret Sanger, who was ahead of her time in embracing a more mod

ern conception of the interrelationship between the personal and the public

sides of her life and how each illuminated the other.

Margaret Grierson knew how to get the best her donors had to offer, and

as a consequence, two decades later, when van Kleeck's biographer finally

appeared, he found a voluminous and well organized record of her work wait

ing for him. Similarly, the many scholars who turned to the pursuit of

women's history and women's studies in the late 1960s and early 1970s found

a wide variety of source materials at their fingertips because of the prescience

and hard work of Mary Beard, Margaret Grierson, and the others of their

generation who were the pioneering advocates of scholarship in women's his

tory.
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INTRODUCTION OF NANCY F. COTT

Helen Lifkowitz Horowitz

• Nancy F Cott, one of the country's leading historians, holds the position

of Stanley Woodward Professor of American Studies and History at Yale

University; where she has taught since 1974. She went to Cornell and then

to Brandeis University; where she got her M.A. and her Ph.D. in 1974. She

is the author of important works on American history. In 1977 she published

The Bonds if Womanhood: ((Woman's Sphere" in New England, 1780-1835, a

landmark study. She followed this with The Grounding if Modern Feminism,

which has offered an important reinterpretation of twentieth-century

women's history. More recently she has published A Woman Making History:

Mary Ritter Beard through Her Letters. The works she has edited are no less

important: a set of documents, Root if Bitterness, and an important collection

of articles, A Heritage ifHer Own, with Elizabeth Pleck. Through her books,

articles, reviews, lectures, and participation as editor on many historical jour

nals, she is one of those who have shaped the way we think and write about

women in United States history.
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"ENLIGHTENMENT RESPECTING HALF THE HUMAN RACE":

MARY RITTER BEARD AND WOMEN'S HISTORY

Nancy F Colt

.. Mary Ritter Beard's moon rose in the shadow of her husband's sun and

was entirely eclipsed by his fading glory. Charles A. Beard is generally

acknowledged to have been the most important male historian in the United

States in the first half of the twentieth century. A female reviewer of their

last jointly authored work granted that "Mary Beard holds the same rank

among women historians," but that gender indication made all the difference.

The post-World War II historians who kept the memory of Charles Beard

alive by intense efforts to demolish his work did not pay the same attention

to her. If Charles Beard's reputation stands, as Richard Hofstadter once put

it, "like an imposing ruin on the landscape of American historiography," Mary

Beard's is only a mention on the plaque fixed to one side. l She who spent the

better part of her life passionately committed to proving the utility of histo

ry and to recovering women's history is barely known, even to many histori

ans of women.

Why is this? First, in part because of Mary Beard's own failings. Her

published writing was loose-jointed, oddly organized, her prose frequently

turgid or florid, her references sometimes obscure. Although she composed

some memorable lines, her prose on the whole was not gripping and some

times not accessible. The important thing, as she asserted in a 1929 review,

was to have "something to say," and that she did, but she often left the read

er by the wayside.

Second, she was purposely and in a principled way scornful of academic

or other institutional affiliation. She earned no degrees beyond a bachelor's

and accepted no honorary ones; she had no employment but as a writer and

invited lecturer; she had no audience but the public. All these conditions had

their advantages but also their disadvantages as far as the continuity of her

reputation was concerned.

Third, in her pioneering writings and efforts on behalf of women's histo

ry she set herself at odds with those who would have formed her likeliest con

stituency-feminists-because she differed from the feminist ideology of
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equal rights and disputed the feminist assertion that women had been sub

jected to male domination throughout history.

In that popularly understood way that academic historians are not sup

posed to admit as valid explanation, her major concerns and accomplishments

were ahead of their time. Neither the academy nor general readers-even

female readers-in the 1930s were ready to hear or willing to accept her mes

sage that the frames of written history had to be widened to encompass

women's doings as well as men's. If Mary Beard's coauthorship with her hus-

lband merits more attention than it has been given, it is her creativity in

women's history that most distinguished her and also set her apart from her

contemporaries. Given the boost of a vibrant women's movement and a

diversified scene of higher education, women's history has developed in the

last two decades into a recognized field, but neither of these contexts wel

comed Mary Ritter Beard's ventures.

Also, Beard's relationship to her husband proved a double-edged sword.

In the world of publishing and lecturing she had the advantage of association

with him during his lifetime. Their joint production, The Rise of American

Civilization (the work which "did more," in Hofstadter's estimation, "than any

other such book of the twentieth century to define American history for the

reading public"), came out in 1927, when Charles Beard was already very well

known as a social critic and intellectual. He had established his presence

through journalistic writing, reform activism, and controversial books (espe

cially An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States). It is

undisputed that "not only as an historian but also as a political scientist and

educator, Charles A. Beard was one of the most influential social thinkers in

the Dnited States from about 1912 to 1941."2

As his collaborator on The Rise... and its sequels, Mary Beard achieved

much greater public prominence than she gained herself as a suffragist,

reformer, or author. She rode his coattails into the limelight but hovered on

the periphery of that limelight even at its brightest. While Charles was alive,

Mary got inadequate recognition for her contribution to their jointly

authored work, especially from male historians. Harold Faulkner and Merle

Curti invited Charles Beard to speak to their history students and colleagues

here at Smith in the mid-1930s, for example, and never gave a thought to

inviting his female coauthor until word got out that she had accompanied him
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Mary Beard at her desk, 1954 §. photographer unknown

to Northampton. After Charles Beard's death in 1948, scholars-beginning

with Perry Miller in an obituary in the Nation-read Mary Beard out of the

record, calling The Rise of American Civilization, for example, "his" master

piece and "his" greatest work. Howard K. Beale's striking non sequitur on the

Beards' coauthorship appears as the normative thinking of male historians of

the postwar generation: "no one knows the nature of their collaboration....

Hence, I have always spoken of the joint works as Charles Beard's."s

True enough, Mary Beard herself was never forthcoming to historians

aiming to assess her husband's work or influence and usually diminished her

own part. To Merle Curti she wrote self-deprecatingly in 1938, shortly

before the couple's America in Midpassage, sequel to The Rise... , was to appear,

"I try to .help CAB escape the burden of carrying me for his is so much a per

sonality alone. I would not allow my name to be placed on our coauthorship

if I could prevent it because the major contribution is his." And why could

she not prevent it? Because, as Charles Beard told Curti, they worked in

"equal" partnership and he insisted that fact must be acknowledged.4

Readier, it almost seemed, to take criticism (though she bristled at it) than

praise, Mary Beard exhibited a lifelong ambivalence-on the one hand

intensely sure that her reading of history was accurate and all-important, on
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the other hand ready to call herself "insane," "the worst person" possible to

launch a project on women in history, "a lowbrow." No doubt her constant

companionship with the celebrated and enormously productive Charles

Beard-her knowledge that she was his crucial collaborator and her simulta

neous sense that she was not viewed as his equal-contributed mightily to

her unstable self-image.

In a double boomerang, Mary Beard shared the ignominy and scorn that

descended upon Charles Beard when his foreign policy views diverged from

the liberal mainstream. Although forcefully antifascist, he opposed Franklin

Delano Roosevelt's internationalism and the entry of the United States into

World War II. He wrote several books criticizing FDR's road to war with

out Mary Beard's collaboration, but her letters show that she shared his view

of America's place in world politics. The political attacks on his dissent from

FDR's conduct of diplomacy and war demoralized Mary Beard too. She

wrote to Margaret Grierson, who was promoting women's archives at Smith

in 1944 and wanted her sponsorship, ''As for my name as a value, of course

_you are welcome to use it, though I doubt whether it has the pull you think it

has. The name 'Beard' is anathema in many quarters, I assure you, whether

Charles or Mary is prefixed to it."5 What had been her advantage in associ

ation with Charles Beard became her burden in the postwar environment.

After his death the onslaught against him by the postwar generation of his

torians more easily buried Mary Beard.

Yet she deserves to be better known to history. She spent much of her life

trying to prove the utility of history, especially by recovering women's past.

Her passion to count women in animated all her books, including the ones

written with Charles Beard. Unlike most feminists of her generation, how

ever, she doubted that "equal rights" was the way to advance women. In fact,

she was convinced that sexual "equality" was a deficient goal for women if it

meant simply measuring up to a male norm.

I am not going to talk about Beard's young adult life-her college expe

rience at DePauw University in the 1890s, where she met Charles Beard,

their marriage and sojourn in England at the turn of the century, where they

were both influenced by cooperative socialists and Mary became a devoted

friend of Emmeline Pankhurst, their return to New York and her absorption

in municipal and labor reform and her emergence as a militant campaigner
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for woman suffrage. I will skip, too, her earliest writings, and move on to her

views of the 1920s, 30s, and 40s, the decades that led up to the founding of

the Sophia Smith Collection. Suffice it to say that in her very first essay in

print, published exactly at the turn from the nineteenth to the twentieth cen

tur~ she noted, "The volumes which record the history of the human race are

filled with the deeds and the words of great men... but the Twentieth Century

Woman... questions the completeness of the story."6 From this point until her

last she focused on history and its meaning for contemporary women,

although for the period of the 1910s it is her activism on behalf of woman suf

frage that has evoked most notice. 7

The years following the achievement of woman suffrage in 1920 proved a

turning point in Beard's thinking, as it did for many contemporaries. She was

already in her early forties. What was significant for her was not only the

Nineteenth Amendment but World War I and its aftermath, which led her to

revise her views of the goal of sex equality. Even during the suffrage battle

she,had never singled out the goal of women's rights, seeing that aim as part

of a larger vision of social justice. But a trip to postwar Europe in 1920-21

affected her greatly, leaving her more impressed than ever with the paltriness

and futility of arficlJ.lating a goal of sex equality apart from wider aims of

social renovation. The trip stirred an antiwar spirit in her that thereafter suf

fused all her thinking. If, from then on, making women equal to men was not

an appealing goal to her, that was because she saw conscription of women for

war as its logical outcome.

During her trip to Britain, France, and Italy, Beard saw "women

sweep[ing] the streets and till[ing] the land while men drink in the cafes."

These observations precipitated her new conviction that women had been

occupied in "the world's work" all along, and there was nothing glamorous

about it. Although influenced by Charlotte Perkins Gilman's feminist argu

ments at the turn of the century, Beard here denied Gilman's main con

tention, that women had been excluded from meaningful and productive

work in the world, work like men's. Beard also set aside Gilman's assump

tion that what men had was worth women's striving for. She burst out in a

letter to a former suffragist friend who was urging her to think about an

equal rights amendment, "Half the goals [men] set are ridiculous and

[women's] pure imitation is both infantile and unintelligent. Aha!" 8
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By the end of the 1920s, Beard was more publicly critical of what she

called "the feminist progression-that large measure of civil and political

equality actually established after the long era in which it had been only a

dream." She wrote in a magazine article, "What is this equal opportunity in

fact and in import? Is it the mere chance to prove fitness and adaptability to

a tooth-and-claw economic struggle,... or does it signify the power to lead as

well as follow?"g

As the Great Depression broke, her mood was cantankerous indeed; she

found "pure imitation" of men utterly inadequate; she blamed women who

emulated men for failing to foresee that by coveting equality only, they would

attain "equality in disaster." Yet her outlook was more hortatory than

defeatist: she chastised her female contemporaries because she felt they were

capable of better things if they turned their minds from imitating men to con

ceiving original schemes for national economic and social recovery. In her

view, equality was not an adequate goal for women because the world at risk

needed women to offer something different and better, more socially con

structive, than men (who made war) had typically provided.

These political convictions animated her history writing. In the late

1920s, picking up clues left by late-Victorian anthropologists and Robert

Briffault's The Mothers, which emphasized the female origins of agriculture

and the useful arts, Beard began to rewrite the long past around the theme of

women's role in forming civilization. In her first major work of women's his

tory, On Understanding Women, published in 1931, Beard explicitly theorized

her historical approach, contending that in order to include women "the nar-

\ rative of history must be reopened, must be widened to take in the whole

course of civilization as well as war, politics, gossip, and economics." On

Understanding Women amounted to a revisionist, woman-centered outline of

European civilization, with some excursions to consider Oriental, Indian,

Mesopotamian, and Egyptian examples too. It focused on the high points of

the standard history (the Greeks, the Romans, the feudal and medieval peri

ods, enlightened and imperial Europe), finding in each setting female person

alities and activities central to social and political life and the civilizing

process. 10

Beard's evolving historical VIews and social criticism rested on the

premise that feminists in her generation had succeeded spectacularly in their
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immediate goals. Not only had they won the vote: American women had

raced through the doors of opportunity that feminists had flung open. They

had attained "important political offices, novel business positions, unexam

pled wages and salaries, educational influence, laboratory advantages, scien

tific training, honorary degrees, prizes of many sorts, rare chances to explore

the earth by land, sea, or air, and international recognition." In her words,

they had taken "the capitalist economy at face value-the value assigned it by

men" 'and then achieved, individualistically. 11

Beard, however, found individualism a deficient social value or social

agenda. In fact both Beards had long been critics of economic and philo

sophic individualism and of laissez-faire premises. Now, during the econom

ic crisis, Beard identified feminism with individualism. Her critique of indi

vidualism was directed not simply against laissez-faire but against the suffi

ciency of the male model for female aspiration. Beard more than ever stressed

that equality-if it meant aping men's ways, as she felt it had-was a spuri

ous and world-threatening goal. "Equality with a spoliator of the nation's

resources in commodities or life is a dead aim, whatever the exigencies may

be of earning a livelihood; whatever the glories of a limelight fame," she

wrote. "The opportunity to rise in professions, if they remain anti-social or

plain stupid in their outlook, is of no importance from the standpoint of a pro

gressive society or State.... Fixing the mind on man in an effort to pursue his

course to the neglect of a consciousness of humanity in the large is a weak

ness-not a strength-in woman." 12

Beard's most profound and seemingly most heartfelt criticism focused on.

women's adoption of men's view of knowledge and education. In contrast to

her own efforts to change the male-centered reading of the history of civi

lization, she judged that women's presence in the academy had generally

meant more of the same. Even worse, university-trained women absorbed

and manifested typically male views of men's leadership and importance in

society and culture. She had hoped and assumed that education would equip

women to exercise their particular genius at social construc~ion and cohesion.

Now, she realized, women's education in "the men's curriculum" might have

the opposite result. The rise of fascism in Italy and Germany goaded her sen

sitivity to the possibilities and consequences of mental indoctrination. Her

pessimism about women's indoctrination to men's views in the universities
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and professions was virtually unique in the United States in this period.

During the early New Deal, Beard was looking for women's leadership in

social reconstruction, in values alternative to the ones that had brought eco

nomic crash and fascism. She found in history a continuous exertion of social

leadership by women, and she rejected outright the assumption that men had

subjected women to their own will and domination in the long past. By the

mid-1930s, she moved from challenging women's adoption of men's ways to

expressing a moderate optimism that the world economic and political crisis

would shock feminists into a more "cosmic" awareness. All her historical

findings-and her five years of work to establish a World Center for

Women's Archives-were aimed toward rousing her contemporaries to reen

act anew what she believed to be their historically documented role of cre

ative social leadership.

In her most optimistic vision, she imagined that "rugged feminism" (as

she called it in obvious parallel to nineteenth-century "rugged individu(il

ism") would retreat, and a new feminism emerge. This new feminism would

"be less imitative than the old, more constructive and less acquisitive (there

fore destructive), indicative of feminine concern with political economy as a

whole as the old feminism was not." In a manifesto she wrote for a 1933

international congress, she proclaimed "it is against social systems, not men,

that we launch our second woman movemel).t." A vision of integrating

women's struggle for gender justice with a "demand for decency of life and

labor all around" animated Beard's politics during the 1930s. 13

She continued to think that feminists, rather than training their eyes sole

lyon sex discrimination, ought to think more inclusively. She herself consis

tently took an integrative approach to society and to history, refusing to iso

late the woman question from challenges facing society as a whole. Her his

tory writing began from the premise that "Everything is related to every

thing else," that it was essential to see "interplay of government, politics, eco

nomics, modes of living and working, schools of thought, religion, power,

class, society and famil~ the arts and ambition, and the biological and cultur

al aspects of sex." With this approach her focus on women was not inconsis

tent but consistent, because (in her words) the "whole social fabric" was not

woven without women's strands. Once responding to a friend's criticism of

her "obsession with women," Beard defended herself: "but the work I have
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done in studying women made me aware of large social corollaries as I should

not otherwise be."14

During the New Deal years, basking in the spectacular success of The Rise

ofAmerican Civilization [1927J, both Beards reached the height of their pub

lic influence. Mary Beard was one of the "leading feminists" of the year 1936,

in the judgment of the New York Sun, and was also the only intellectual

among the dozen organizational leaders and professionals named as possible

female president of the United States in a widely publicized piece in Pictorial

Review.

In the crisis of the 1930s, Beard was looking for a common consciousness

among women that was not a sense of subjection or victimization. She was

hoping for a shared vision among women that would lead not toward indi

vidualism but toward a movement for distributive justice of the most inclu

sive sort. A unique vehicle for this appeared when Hungarian-born feminist

pacifist Rosika Schwimmer came to Beard with the idea of creating an archive

in which the documents of women active in the suffrage and peace movements

of the early twentieth century would be preserved. As Beard initially saw the

plan, it represented a "way to recapture the imaginative zest of women for

public life."15

Under Beard's leadership this became a five-year effort, involving dozens

of donors and sponsors, to establish a World Center for Women's Archives

women's archives of all sorts, far beyond Schwimmer's specific agenda.

During the years that she led this project she displayed marvelous creative

talents in excavating women's documents from basements and attics; creating

historical documents through oral interviews; identifying, cataloging and

maintaining known records of women's history; cajoling donors of papers

and sponsors who might offer names or funds. She conceived of the project

not as antiquarian or purely curatorial but as a political venture, a meeting

place for women of many minds, the source for an educational revolution, and

the site from which women's public protests and social leadership might

emanate. And inspiring the whole endeavor was Beard's belief that women

needed their history. "Papers. Records. These we must have. Without doc

uments no history. Without history no memory. Without memory no great

ness. Without greatness no development among women," she wrote to the

Howard University archivist she had enlisted to submit African-American
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women's papers. 16 Although ultimately unsuccessful (it was beset by infight

ing, troubled by racism in some localities, and hampered by lack of money),

this project was the direct progenitor of the Sophia Smith Collection and the

Schlesinger Library at Radcliffe, both founded in the early 1940s.

Beard found an ally, a friend, and avid correspondent in Margaret

Grierson, the Smith College archivist. In 1941 Herbert Davis, President of

Smith, a scholar of English literature, had proposed to the college alumnae to

build a rare book and manuscript collection on women writers. The idea of

the Sophia Smith Collection was adopted by the alumnae and soon took a his

torical turn, probably because of Grierson. Some ilnportant documents

remaining in the World Center for Women's Archives collections came to

Smith. Grierson welcomed not only Beard's suggestions about collecting but

also her vision of courses and seminars in women's history to be attached to

the archives. The historians on the Smith faculty were not receptive, howev

er, according to Beard's reading. "I am not surprised that you have found the

historians reluctant to fall into line," she wrote to Grierson. "I took that as a

'natural,'" she continued sardonicall~"since they have no knowledge for han

dling [women's history] and consequently assume that there is nothing in it.

You'll be able to move them as Charles said his father moved balky mules

by building a fire under them." 17

When Beard, in 1950, summarized her life project to an old friend, she put

it this way: "What I have been trying to do for years is to awaken women to

the reality of their historic power... to incite women to realize who and what

they have been, with a view to their realizing better who they are and what

they are now doing."18 Beard always saw women's history as political. To

reclaim women's history was to find the self-knowledge that would enable

women to seize social leadership. We owe a debt to Mary Beard for her affir

mation of women's agency in creating their own history and for her experi

mental vision that history looks different through women's eyes. Her deep

dyed conviction that women need their history in order to change their future

is a most appealing part of her legacy.
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INTRODUCTION OF ELLEN CHESLER

Helen Lqkowitz Horowitz

.. Ellen Chesler graduated from Vassar College and studied history at

Columbia University where she received her M.A. She has been active in

New York City politics and civic affairs. She managed the campaign of Carol

Bellamy and in 1978-83 served as her Chief of Staff when Bellamy was NYC

Council President. She returned to work on her Ph.D. dissertation on Sanger,

and received the degree in 1989. She is an independent scholar, working out

side academia. Early in 1992 she published Woman of Valor: Margaret Sanger

and the Birth Control Movement in America. It is an outstanding book, impor

tant both as a fascinating biography, and as a compendium of information

about the movement for women's reproductive rights.

Margaret Sanger, 1932 §e. photographer unknown
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REINTERPRETING MARGARET SANGER:

THE BIOGRAPHERS' JOURNEY

Ellen Chesler

• It is a gr~at honor and a great pleasure to speak at Smith on this mar

velous occasion, for it was here many years ago that I first discovered

Margaret Sanger. She came to life in the hundreds of boxes of letters and

papers she left to this college; she made that bequest because in her long and

always controversial career only Smith was willing to grant her an honorary

degree.

The year was 1949, and other institutions had declined to honor Sanger's

work for fear of antagonizing constituents still opposed to birth control. But

Dorothy Brush, Margaret's dear friend and colleague and a Smith alumna,

lined up distinguished men and women from all over the world to petition on

Margaret's behalf. Dorothy's deft pen was also evident in the official citation

that accompanied the degree, identifying Margaret as "leader in the world

wide study of population problems and pioneer in the American birth control

movement; author, lecturer, and practical idealist; one who with deep sympa

thy for the oppressed and disinherited, yet with a dispassionate and scientific

approach, has made a conspicuous contribution to human welfare through her

integrity; courage and social vision."

The awards ceremony was a milestone of great significance to Margaret,

who had actually left boarding school without completing a final year neces

sary for a degree and then later married before finishing the third year

required for a registered nursing degree. Licensed only as a practical nurse,

she had always been insecure about her lack of formal schooling, and when

she returned home from Northampton she wrote enthusiastically to an old

lover of hers in England, the writer Hugh de Selincourt, coyly demanding

that he pay her appropriate respect now that she finally had proper academic

credentials.

The Sophia Smith Collection was still housed in the basement of the

Library back in the early 1970s when I devoured that letter and more. I have

many fond memories of glorious summer days up here sojourning through

the past, but, truthfully, it was never easy for me back then to be curling up
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in the stacks with musty papers, however colorful and entertaining some of

Margaret's love letters turned out to be!

So much was happening in the world then, as now-especially for women.

And for better or worse, each time another opportunity for political engage

ment presented itself: I found myself leaving the library to work in some

cause, some campaign, some government or other.

I have thus known the very special rewards of studying the course of one

woman's life in,American politics and social reform while also living some

small parts of that life myself. And I have tried to enrich this first book of

mine with the twin perspectives I have achieved from both practical experi

ence and conventional scholarship.

Still, however far I strayed from Margaret Sanger, I always found myself

pulled back. Her story confounded but also inspired me. It filled me at once

with remorse and with joy. I could not believe how misunderstood and mis

represented she seemed to have been in the existing biographies or mono

graphs that engaged her life. Everything I had learned about her here at

Smith seemed so relevant to my own personal concerns. And so I returned

to my research in 1986, after almost a decade away working in politics and

government, convinced that I needed Margaret to help me reaffirm my own

political identity and commitments as much as she needed me to rescue hers.

Knowing her better would more precisely illumine her achievements and

the history of her times, but it would also yield important insights into the

tensions of our own, as so many of us struggle to complete her still unfinished

journey as feminist and social reformer.

I begin then today with a fundamental proposition of the biographer.

That we study our pasts so that we can chart a clearer path for our own

futures. That we dig into other people's lives so that we can know better how

to live our own.

The general outlines of Margaret Sanger's life and work are familiar

enough to most of you. She went to jail in 1917 for distributing contracep

tives to immigrant women from a makeshift clinic in a tenement storefront in

Brooklyn, New York. When she died fifty years later, the cause for which she

defiantly broke the law had achieved international stature. Though still a

magnet for controversy; she was widely eulogized as one of the great eman

cipators of her time.
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For more than half a century Sanger dedicated herself to the deceptively

simple proposition that access to a safe and reliable means ofpreventing preg

nancy is a necessary condition of women's liberation and, in turn, of human

progress. Her most exquisite triumphs were her last.

She was past seventy when the world finally began to heed her concern

for unchecked population growth, past eighty when the team of doctors and

scientists she had long encouraged first marketed -the oral anovulant birth

control pill. She lived to see the realization of her repeated efforts as a liti

gant and a lobbyist through the landmark 1965 ruling of the Supreme Court

in Griswold v. Connecticut, which guaranteed constitutional protection to the

private use of contraceptives by married couples. She died just as Lyndon

Johnson incorporated family planning into America's public health and social

welfare programs (and committed at least a fraction of the nation's foreign

policy resources to it), fulfilling her singular vision of how best to achieve

peace and prosperity at home -and abroad.

Since her death the rebirth of a vigorous feminist movement has given

new resonance to Sanger's original claim that women have a fundamental

right to control their own bodies. Her direct legacy endures in the far-reach

ing international family planning movement that descends from her pioneer

ing organizational efforts. She has become an occasional scapegoat of

extremists opposed to abortion or of black militants, who insist that family

planning is genocidal in intent. But by and large she shares the ignoble fate

of so many iconoclasts who have lived to see the routine acceptance of ideas

once considered disturbing. She has been substantially forgotten.

Every woman in the world today who takes her sexual and reproductive

autonomy for granted should venerate Margaret Sanger. With the full

promise of scientific contraception still unfulfilled, with the right to legal

abortion now compromised for those who cannot pay, and again at risk for all

American women regardless of means, her courageous and determined career

merits renewed consideration. But few even know her name.

Though she encountered enormous resistance in her own lifetime and

still invites criticism, Margaret Sanger popularized ideas and built institu

tions that have widespread influence today. Her leadership, while often

quixotic, helped create enduring changes in the beliefs and behavior of men

and women who perceive themselves as modern, not only in America but
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throughout the world.

Birth control and the promise of reproductive autonomy for women has

fundamentally altered private life and public policy in the twentieth century.

No other issue has for so long captivated our attention or so dramatically

polarized our thinking. As the psychologist Erik Erikson once provocatively

suggested, no idea of modern times, save perhaps for arms control, more

directly challenges human destiny, which may account for the profound psy

chic dissonance and social conflict it tends to inspire. And which may; simply

enough, account as well for why Margaret Sanger was so viciously attacked

in life and so tragically diminished in death.

My uncompromising view of Sanger's central importance to the history

of her times and of our own is hardly what young graduate students were

taught when I first encountered Margaret Sanger in the 1970s.

Margaret had died only a few years earlier in 1966 at the age of eighty

seven following a decade of declining health and spirits. One biography, a

superficial, journalistic celebration of her accomplishments, was published

shortly thereafter. But the contemporary women's movement was just get

ting started, and women's history was still a discipline in its infancy. There

was hardly any serious scholarship about women's lives or their work.

Indeed, the publication of David Kennedy's career biography of Sanger in

1971, was considered pathbreaking, and we were all enthusiastic about it

until we read it.

Regrettably Kennedy won prizes for Birth Control in America despite a

decidedly patronizing attitude toward his subject and some rather shocking

ly selective use of evidence. Sanger, by Kennedy's description, was simply too

emotional, too hot-headed, too impractical. And what, he asked, was her real

achievement? What was all the fuss about? The nation's birthrate had been

declining steadily since 1800, long before she came on the scene. Despite

laws that branded contraception obscene and illegal, drugstore and mail

order remedies such as condoms, pessaries, douches and other chemicals were

widely circulated. And of course the diaphragm Margaret pioneered never

really met with widespread acceptance.

Yes, Kennedy did acknowledge that Sanger had enjoyed a few judicial vic

tories and had gained some public acceptance for family planning. But she

never actually got the Comstock Laws changed and (in his view) may actual-
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ly have set the cause back because, as he saw it, she didn't like men very much,

had trouble getting along with just about everyone, was a bad politician, and

an irrational anti-Catholic.

Kennedy was a young man just out of graduate school at Yale in those

years, and-to give him his due-he wrote at a brief moment between the

Griswold and Roe decisions of the Supreme Court when the cause of repro

ductive rights was momentarily triumphant in this country-and a relative

peace replaced the storm engulfing this contentious issue in the years before

and since. Perhaps he really could not understand what had been at stake for

Margaret Sanger. What is more, he wrote in the wake of Betty Friedan's

trenchant critique of the feminine sexual mystique, which was followed by a

historiography that identified the 1920s as a time when women turned away

from activism and back to personal concerns. In this context Margaret was

a Robespierre of revolution, and he actually accused her of having subverted

the accomplishments of the suffragists by turning women's attention back to

sexuality and offering them a more palatable personal life that provided a

false sense of liberation. The personal, said David Kennedy, is not political.

He took a narrow view of the terms of women's liberation and the conditions

of their empowerment. He seriously underestimated the gender and class dis

crimination Sanger had been made to endure. And he simply forgot that

while contraception was around before Margaret Sanger, it was largely con

traband and underground.

It was Margaret Sanger who understood the profound importance of

bringing the issue out in the open and of talking about sex in public, some

thing those of us who have since lived through the abortion struggle or seen

the price Anita Hill was made to pay for talking openly about sexual harass

ment are less likely to ignore. Perhaps, like the members of the Senate

Judiciary Committee Hill encountered, Kennedy held Margaret Sanger, a

woman, to a higher standard of intellectual integrity and social comportment

than he demanded of the male doctors, social scientists, politicians, and most

especially Catholic priests who opposed her for so many years. For that, in my

view, he can never be forgiven, but his book, in any event, is out of print, so

we can speak of it comfortably in the past.

Fortunately James Reed came out with his The Birth Control Movement and

American Society: From Private Vice to Public Virtue several years later and suc-
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cessfully refuted Kennedy's distorted reading of Sanger's relationships with

those physicians and philanthropists she did convert to the birth control

cause. Reed's emphasis, however, was more on them than on her. His study

was intended to document the history of contraception as a scientific inven

tion and social idea. It was a judicious, important beginning but offered insuf

ficient political or social context to rescue Sanger fully from Kennedy's

attack.

What is more, Reed's interpretation was quickly overshadowed by the

publication of Linda Gordon's Women's Body: Women's Right, which forcefully

locates birth control in the history of feminist theory and activism in the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. When it comes to Sanger, however,

Gordon regrettably succumbed to polemic. Driven by fierce ideological com

mitments of her own, Gordon wrote a book about reproductive rights that

consigned to a bit part the one woman who had dedicated herself to this cause

for half a century. Unable to forgive Sanger for retreating from the left-wing

idealism of her political engagements before World War I, Gordon portrays

her as an unredeemed conservative who handed birth control over to social

and intellectual elites more interested in social control than in social libera

tion.

There IS no room for subtle arguments in this kind of critique. In

Gordon's hands, Sanger and Planned Parenthood are one. They become the

oppressors of all women to whom they offer a variety of sex education and

marital counseling and of all ethnic Americans and people of color through

out the world who are encouraged to limit their fertility, even where the pro

grams are voluntary. In treating these issues, Gordon argues as much by

assertion as by evidence. She never really examined the grassroots political

dimension of the birth control movement after 1920. Much of her research

was partial, and her allegations undocumented.

Ironically, her attack reinforced the canards that have always been used

against contraception by the extreme right and left, by Catholics and other

opponents on fundamentalist religious grounds and by orthodox Marxists

who saw a bright future in the unchecked reproduction of future soldiers of

the proletariat. But coming from a scholar of Gordon's considerable

stature-and with Margaret no longer around to defend herself-the critique

has had a devastating impact.
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A few years later another book on Sanger, Madeline Gray's Champion if
Birth Control, examined the private life of this remarkable woman. Though

increasingly cautious and personally discreet during her lifetime, Sanger pre

served a personal and professional record of both rare intimacy and enor

mous scope. Her own life was in many respects a monument to the vision of

freedom for women she embraced. She married twice and had many happy

love affairs, and she wanted it known after her death that she had lived more

or less contentedly by rules of her own devising. Regrettably Gray reduced

Margaret's remarkable journey of self-discovery to the voyeuristic level of

soap opera.

I confess that I was baffled when I first read these books and even more

troubled when I returned to the archives myself after a long absence during

which I served in New York City government and personally experienced

some of the hazards that seem inevitably still in store for women in public life,

especially those who dare to be outspoken.

The backlash against women that is much talked about today became very

clear to me as I reconsidered the life and legacy of Margaret Sanger. In brief

today; let me offer a few correctives to existing interpretations of Margaret

Sanger's life and work though I unabashedly urge you to read my book for

the full complexity of the portrait I have tried to draw of a woman who was

neither saint nor sinner.

First, I want you all to remember that young Margaret Higgins, as she

was born in 1879 in Corning, New York, was the middle (and in many

respects the chosen) daughter of a rebellious, hard-drinking and ne'er-do-well

Irish stonemason named Michael. But she also had a mother.

Michael is the one mostly talked about by Margaret herself in her auto

biographies because for a girl to identify with her father, whatever his poli

tics, was an ideal held sacred by the old-fashioned Victorians and new-fangled

Freudians whose assumptions Margaret absorbed. Being Daddy's girl, in any

event, made a better story, and Margaret was nothing if not a good story

teller. Her own oedipal absorption, moreover, has since served the purpose of

Kennedy and others who explain Margaret's single-issue obsession with

birth control as a product of the hostility to men and sexuality that was the

residue of her unresolved anger toward her father.

I am not so sure. I actually think Margaret Sanger may have learned bet-
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ter than most how to love men because she knew the love of an adoring and

rather charming, if ineffectual, father. What she did learn from his failings as

a provider for his family was never to trust or rely completely on a man. Not

a bad lesson if you decide to grow up and challenge fundamental principles of

patriarchy. And once again, let us recall Margaret's tough and determined

Irish mother.

Anne Higgins was the mother of eleven. She was overburdened and often

ill. But she was nonetheless resourceful and instilled in her daughter both a

powerful motivation to improve her own lot and the essential habits of self

discipline that made it possible for her to do so.

Michael Higgins taught Margaret to defy, but her mother and her older

sisters taught her to comport. The balance served her well, and from all she

took away a distinctive resolve to invent a better life for herself and for oth-

ers.

Second, let no one be fooled by the accusation that Margaret Sanger was

never a bonafide political or social radical in her youth before World War 1.

She emerged on the American scene in those halcyon days at the turn of this

century when it was easy to believe in the potential of individual and social

renewal, in the inevitability of human progress. The country seemed wide

open with possibility. Frustrated by her work as a visiting nurse in New York

City's bleak immigrant slums after her young marriage turned sour, she first

teamed up with labor radicals and bohemians to organize strikes and pickets

and pageants in the hope of achieving wholesale economic and social justice.

"No Gods, No Masters," the rallying cry of the International Workers of the

World, became her personal and political manifesto.

But hers was not a politics confined to the parlor or to Greenwich Village

coffee houses or bedrooms, however unorthodox her private behavior in these

years. From 1910 through 1919, she raised children, earned the more sub

stantialliving of the two breadwinners in her famil~ and still found time for

politics and protest, which as often as not turned to violence. She went to jail

on two occasions for her convictions as a labor activist, and her convictions

under the Comstock Laws had as much to do with the company she kept with

anarchists and other subversives as they did with anything else. Margaret

was intoxicated by the heady romanticism of Greenwich Village bohemia,

genuinely moved by the tragic plight of the immigrant women and children
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she nursed on New York's Lower East Side, and inspired by Emma

Goldman's forceful doctrines, even as the two women jousted for celebrity

and quarreled over personal differences. It is a mistake to undermine the

legitimacy and courage of her early political convictions (as she was herself

guilty of doing later when she wrote autobiographies intended as political

tracts in the battle to incorporate birth control into the New Deal).

Let no one believe, as well, that Margaret Sanger turned her back on the

left after World War I because she completely lost her idealism or her faith in

social reform. As Michael Higgins's daughter she could never tolerate empty

gestures. She was intent on achieving real change. What she did abandon

was any confidence that violent social upheaval would triumph or that it

remained much of a practical possibility in America, in any event, after the

enormous repression of the American Left during World War 1.

She changed her means but not her ends. And she embraced a philoso

phy that made sense to her and many of her European contemporaries. After

her indictment for writing about birth control in 1914, on the reasonable

assumption that she would receive the same oppressive jail sentence that had

been handed down to other New York radicals in her ci~cle, she spent a year

in exile in England. There through such social theorists as Havelock Ellis

and H. G. Wells, both of whom became her mentors, lovers, and lifelong

friends, she embraced a Fabian philosophy of educating elites in an attempt to

bring about revolution from the top down.

Margaret lost confidence in the power of working people to unite for

change, but she decided to invest in the collective potential of women. The

victory for women's suffrage had been achieved through the efforts of elite

women who were oriented to activism and looking for a new cause. She

mobilized many of them in the birth control movement and remained a com

mitted feminist until her death, always disappointed that some of the most

political women of her day, like Carrie Chapman Catt of the National

Women's Party, would never endorse birth control because they feared talk

ing about sex in public. Even Margaret herself found it more and more

impractical to be strident on the issue, especially during the dark years of the

Great Depression. It hardly made sense to argue for the individual rights of

women, sexual or otherwise, when collective strategies were in vogue and

when families and communities were under siege. Far from undermining the
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political and economic advancement of women, however, she saw nothing

wrong in wanting us to have it all or in establishing birth control as a neces

sary condition to the resolution of our often conflicting needs.

Margaret Sanger envisioned a united front of women who would claim

the legalization of contraception, along with greater public candor about sex

uality, as a fundamental right. Birth control, she argued, would enhance the

opportunities of women beyond the promises of economic reformers, on the

one hand, and of suffragists on the other. It would be a tool for redistribut

ing power fundamentally, in the bedroom, the home, and the larger commu

nity. Women would achieve personal freedom by experiencing their sexuali

ty free of consequence, just as men have always done, but in taking control of

the forces of reproduction they would also lower birth rates, alter the balance

of supply and demand for labor, and therein accomplish the revolutionary

goals of workers without the social upheaval of class warfare. Bonds of gen

der would transcend divisions of ethnicity, race, or class. Not the dictates of

Karl Marx but the refusal of women to bear children indiscriminately would

alter the course of history.

Through the 1920s and 30s she had divorced herself from her radical

past, bested her competitors for leadership, and made her name virtually syn

onymous with the birth control cause. With an uncanny feel for the power of

a well-communicated idea in a democracy, she wrote best-selling books, pub

lished a widely read journal, held conferences, gave lectures, and built a thriv

ing voluntary social organization. Her intent was nothing less than to con

struct an international network of clinics where women would receive a full

range of preventive health care services.

To this end, she had no choice but to mobilize men of influence in busi

ness, government, labor, the emerging professions and academic sciences,

but-make no mistake about this either-her most active recruits always

remained women, many of them veterans of suffrage, as I have said, or daugh

ters of former volunteers who had learned to do political battle. Her pio

neering facilities provided contraception, preventive gynecology, sex educa

tion, marriage counseling, and infertility services to poor women and to

many who could afford private doctors but simply preferred a sympathetic

female environment. Under the best circumstances they became laboratories

for her idealism, but as often as not the experiment failed, and even Sanger
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herself grew disillusioned.

The birth control movement stalled during the long years of Depression

and World War II, stymied by the cost and complexity of the task of reach

ing women most in need, engulfed by internal dissension, and overwhelmed

by the barrage of opposition it provoked. Timid politicians shied away from

sexual controversy and refused to reform anachronistic obscenity laws.

Many women feared compromising hard-won political gains, especially as

birth rates plummeted in the face of economic crisis, precipitating another

generation's backlash against their increasing independence. In the social

sciences, biological explanations for human behavior lost favor. Eugenic ideas

about manipulating heredity, at first the province of progressive proponents

of social reform, quickly deteriorated into an excuse for the control of unde

sirables on the straightforward basis of race and class. And Sanger, among

others, was forced to condemn them.

Here I want to pause for just a moment and examine the eugenics issue

in a little more detail. Margaret Sanger, along with a great many Americans

in the 1920s, from ordinary workers and farmers to university professors,

Supreme Court justices and indeed many on the Left, including her own dear

friend Norman Thomas, argued that sensible programs of social reform

ought to address the manner in which heredity and other biological factors,

as well as environmental ones, affect human health, intelligence and opportu

nity. The idea of intervening medically to improve the quality of the human

race became nothing short of a popular craze in this country.

As Margaret grew more and more despairing of Marxism as a tool for

achieving wholesale social justice, she saw new possibilities in the idea of

helping those most in need through a comprehensive program of preventive

social medicine, much as Gregor Mendel improved his soil mixture in order

to propagate a better pea. Genetics was at a rather primitive stage of scien

tific understanding, and like many of the progressives of her day, Margaret

possessed what was perhaps a naive confidence in the ability of science to do

good. She endorsed intelligence testing (then a rage) and also laws that pro

vided for the forced sterilization of individuals (almost always in institutions

and predominately white, not black) who did not measure up to fixed stan

dards.

Sanger was always careful to distinguish, however, between individual
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applications of eugenic principles and cultural ones. She spoke out against

immigration acts and other measures that promoted ethnic or racial stereo

types with a biological rationale. She worked through her entire career to

provide reproductive autonomy to poor women, including women of color,

because she saw it as an essential tool of individual liberation and social jus

tice, not of social control.

During the 1920s, Sanger courted eugenicists who at first opposed birth

control because they feared population decline. A decade later, during the

depression, she won the endorsement of the American eugenics movement,

but only after it had more carefully defined its objectives as the promotion of

policies to advance human heredity "without regard to class, race, or creed."

Margaret was never a racist or a bigot though she was attacked viciously

on these grounds by conservative opponents, especially, in her own day, by the

Catholic Church and, more recently, by fundamentalist opponents of abortion

who have circulated scurrilous pamphlets about the racist legacy of Planned

Parenthood throughout the country, especially in the South and Midwest.

Margaret was always careful to distinguish between voluntary and coercive

applications of birth control, though at a point in the 1950s when she was ill

and intemperate about the slow pace of change she blithely suggested a pro

gram of bonus sterilization that would reward families who volunteered to

stop having more babies. Still, I argue that, like most responsible family plan

ning advocates and policy makers since, she struggled to balance the rights

of individuals against her larger vision of the collective social good.

During the 1930s, Sanger valiantly tried to advance a program of birth

control in the South because the region was less vulnerable to Catholic influ

ence and because American blacks had substantially been left out of New Deal

entitlements. She worked with the full support of the leaders of the black

community and with the help of Eleanor Roosevelt, who in 1939 finally broke

free of political constraints that had been placed upon her in order to help

Margaret advance this Negro program, which was advertised as "a unique

experiment in race building and a humanitarian service to a race subjected to

discrimination, hardship, and segregation." Let me read to you from the

statement of intent: "Birth control, per se, cannot correct economic conditions

that result in bad housing, overcrowding, poor hygiene, malnutrition and

neglected sanitation but can reduce the attendant loss of life, health and hap-
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piness that spring from these conditions."

Why has the record been so distorted, the legacy so misunderstood?

First, we must recognize that while Sanger herself may not have been a

racist, she lived in a profoundly bigoted societ~ and, like many others, she

never unequivocally repudiated prejudice among her own opponents. While

she privately disdained the elitism of many of the powerful individuals she

drew as supporters, she did not rebuke it publicly, and this has haunted her

ever SInce.

Sanger was also the victim of extraordinary Catholic intimidation. I

haven't time today to fully explain this dimension of my book, but by the way

of summary, let me say that I argue (I hope persuasively) that undermining

Sanger's character proved to be the most effective tool of those who opposed

her fundamental message about empowering women by securing their repro

ductive autonomy.

For the first time in its history in this country, the Catholic Church cre

ated a national mechanism for lobbying and for mobilizing its core con

stituency of faithful women. Margaret was identified as a dangerous subver

sive, intent on destroying the family and limiting the fertility of the very peo

ple she was trying to help. Since her death this canard has been perpetuated

on college campuses by the works of Kennedy and Gordon, who regrettably

have given credibility to the insidious attacks of the antiabortion New Right.

In her own da~ the alliance Margaret forged with the country's estab

lishment came to haunt her as the votes of urban Catholics and rural

Southerners became critical to the Presidential ambitions of Franklin

Roosevelt. Bending to political considerations, the New Deal, in one impor

tant respect, proved to be the same old deal for American women. Birth con

trol was denied a place in the social welfare and public health agenda of this

triumphant social program because Franklin Roosevelt and other politicians

of the era needed Catholic votes and were intimidated by the threat of

Catholic political pressure. And we have paid a heavy price since. While

other advanced democratic nations, such as England and even France, creat

ed systems of child support during the Depression and also paid for contra

ception through public health programs, America did not. And so today we

agonize over the deficiencies of a family welfare system that is criticized for

rewarding women who have children, while it still does not provide us all the
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tools we need to control our own bodies.

Embittered by her failure to win support at home, Margaret Sanger grew

personally irritable, politically conservative, and rabidly anti-Catholic as she

grew older. Disenchanted with the increasing pronatalism of postwar

America after years of deferred fertility, she turned her attention abroad and

struggled valiantly, though never with complete success, to secure her stature

among a new generation of international population policy makers and to

imbue population programs in the developing nations of the world with her

never-wavering concern for the precarious status of women.

This may have been her foremost achievement. The International

Planned Parenthood Federation that grew out of her work in 1948 remains

today the largest not-for-profit provider of contraception and abortion ser

vices in the world. And as the model for direct government programs it is in

large measure responsible for the worldwide revolution in fertility that has

taken place since the 1960s. Sixty million women in the world today take the

birth control pill, for which Margaret Sanger is directly responsible because

she found the money to support its development and dissemination when oth

ers said it would never work. And despite periodic alarms, the potent drug

has proved remarkably effective and medically benign. Many women are also

using high-tech contraceptives such as IUDs and implants, developed by the

Population Council and other groups who at first resented what they called

the "feminist" bias of family planning programs and doubted the determina

tion of the women of the world to take a daily oral medication. They have

been proved wrong.

Since 1965 and especially in recent years, the rate of population growth

has unexpectedly slowed in almost all countries in the world outside of

Africa, even as #absolute numbers continue to grow precipitously everywhere

but a handful of developed nations. Most baffiing, however, have been the

extreme variations from one culture to another in reproductive behavior and

in the suc'cess of organized family planning initiatives. Efforts to understand

these patterns and to analyze alternative strategies for intervention are final

ly reawakening interest in the relationship between fertility and the status of

women. And contemporary population policy makers are finally inclined to

concede Margaret's insistent view that women are inherently better motivat

ed to limit their fertility and should be identified as primary agents of social
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change. Programs seem to work best, moreover, when contraception IS

offered as part of a larger package of maternal and infant health care reforms

delivered under paramedical auspices, just as she pioneered in this country

and always intended. Prodded by contemporary feminists in the field, popu

lation planners are finally investing in the overall health and welfare of

women, because it has been demonstrated that to do so reduces birthrates

most effectively.

In 1931 Margaret Sanger received a medal of honor from the American

Woman's Association. The award was presented by Eleanor Roosevelt, who

a year later was made a prisoner of the White House and, like our own

Barbara Bush, so long as her husband remained President, simply never again

spoke in public about women's reproductive rights.

The award was presented to Margaret as a "woman of integrity, vision,

and valor." And it occasioned the following comment from the New York

Herald Tribune, which I used as the epigraph of my book and with which I

shall end this lecture.

Mrs. Sanger deserves this honor; she deserves more honors than a world against

whose darkness of mind she hasJOught bravely and consistentlyJOr twenty years

is ever likely to give her. Mrs. Sanger has carved, almost single-handed and in

the face of every variety of persecution, a trail through the densest jungle qj

human ignorance and helplessness. She has been many times arrested, assailed

and covered with mud-which remains perhaps the most substantial tribute to

her pioneering genius. Pretty nearly everything and everyone has been against

her-pulpits and legislatures and newspapers, public men and private citizens,

and whole regiments of the prejudices, fears, bogeys and dragons that still infest

the mind of civilized man.

But such is the common sense of what she has been saying, and so great

the courage and conviction of her way of saying it, that people, have at last

begun to listen and believe. Her victory is not by any means complete, but

the dragons are on the run. This editorial was written sixty years ago, but

even today Margaret Sanger's journey is not complete. The dragons are

back. And that is why I chose the image of a Woman of Valor as a title to

inspire us all once again.
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INTRODUCTION OF CAROLYN G. HEILBRUN

Kathleen Banks Nutter

Ph.D. Candidate, University if Massachusetts/Amherst

* Typically, Carolyn Heilbrun told me not to say anything about her, but I

will anyway.

Carolyn Heilbrun has been Avalon Professor in the Humanities at

Columbia University, where she has taught modern British literature, the

novel, biography, and feminism. She has held several fellowships and taught

at other colleges, including Columbia and Yale Law Schools. (Isn't it com

forting to think that the future lawyers of the land have had the benefit of her

wit and wisdom?) Carolyn has also received several honorary degrees,

including one from Smith College. Her published works include Toward a

Recognition if Androgyny, Hamlet's Mother and Other Women, and Writing a

Woman's Life, a book useful to me and many other scholars. Carolyn is now

writing the biography of Gloria Steinem.

And that is how I came to know her. She is not only an accomplished

scholar but a wonderful human being. As Carolyn's research assistant, I

slogged through the seventy-eight boxes of Gloria Steinem's papers I came

to call Gloriana, now part of the Sophia Smith Collection. Although I never

quite mastered the peculiarities of the laptop from hell Carolyn provided and

Xeroxed enough to paper a small room, I remain honored by the opportuni

ty to work on this important biography.

The Steinem Collection is a rich one, documenting not just a woman's life

hut an entire movement. As such, it is indicative of all that the Sophia Smith

Collection is-an incredibly important resource for student and academic

alike. We are most fortunate to have it.

It is my pleasure and honor to introduce my former boss and now friend,

Carolyn Heilbrun.
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SOME THOUGHTS ON WRITING

THE BIOGRAPHY OF GLORIA STEINEM

Carolyn G. Heilbrun

~ When Gloria Steinem suggested that I become her biographer, the idea

appealed to me: it was an abrupt change from my past endeavors at the same

time that it permitted me to undertake something I had long desired, the

biography of a woman. I had earlier hoped to write the biographies of

Dorothy L. Sayers and Vera Brittain, but these two had been refused me as

subjects by their literary executors. In the case of Sayers, a man wrote the,

to me inadequate, authorized biography; in the case of Brittain the biography

has not yet been published. Steinem seemed a rare chance to write of an

American woman whose life was lived through all but eight years of my own,

and who was a feminist. A few initial explorations confirmed that she was

not a difficult person to get along with, a racist, a homophobe, an antisemite,

or an egomaniac, all faults certainly shared, though unevenly distributed,

between my previously considered women subjects. In time, Steinem's own

generosity to me, her openness, her willingness to have me talk with anyone

confirmed that I had indeed chosen, or rather been chosen by, a most sympa

thetic and accessible subject.

Someone who has been a professional for all of her mature life becomes

eager to see her career swerve sharply, but not disastrously, at the beginning

of her sixties. I found myself, therefore, mysteriously but happily ready to fol

low my impulse to take on a job that was in the realm, but far from the exact

location, of my life's work.

Most of Steinem's life had been lived either in the glare of the media or

in the unnoticed fervor of grassroots politics, both to me mysterious terrains.

At the same time, she had, over a period of many years, spoken with remark

able openness to reporters and interviewers of her experiences and ideas; I

could hardly hope that there were any dark secrets to be uncovered by a

detective, however devoted I was to that kind of investigation. But since her

views were sympathetic and her life blatantly different from my own, I took

up eagerly this chance to explain and illuminate the life of a woman whose

biography would be incongruous with my own-most obviously a woman
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beautiful and endlessly slim-and yet emphatically a part of the fervent and

changing times in which we both lived.

What I had failed to recognize until I was more than a year into the pro

ject and had read almost everything published about her and interviewed the

major figures in her life, was that I was analyzing a life without a text or,

more exactly, a life that did not offer a text to provide a tension I had taken

so for granted that I had never previously questioned its necessity. I was

writing the biography of a woman who had not written a book on her own

initiative.

The irony of this increased: as I worked on Steinem's biography, and as

she cooperated with me in a spirit of true generosity, she was herself writing

her first book, a study of the sources of self-esteem. Like much else in her life,

it was destined to be popular, but much of its popularity was owed to inci

dents from her own life she had used for illustration. Indeed, she told me

early in our acquaintance that her first version of the book, two hundred

pages of it, had been notable for the fact that she and her voice were alto

gether missing. Now that she had corrected that error, I found myself asking

her, with a certain petulance, whose life she thought hers was anyway. I now

had a text, even, perhaps, a literary text, but was it too late? Had Steinem

now related in printed form the whole story of her life, leaving me only a few

scattered anecdotes to collect and place in some order?

And there was more. In a biography; one hopes, even without texts and

certainly where texts exist, to somehow place in tension the outer person and

the inner truth. With most people this is, indeed, child's play. Most of us

think of ourselves with generosity; attributing good will to our motives to an

extent that others may not accept. Steinem's case is different. She has her

enemies but they are few, if intense. Almost none of those who spoke with me

found any reason to challenge her good intentions or her general kindness

and effectiveness.

I was left therefore with a subject who, first, had no mystery to reveal, dif

ficult and unlikely as that might seem; the few facts less than widely known

related to her life in the eighties, when she was in her early fifties, and it was

these she had chosen to write about in her own book. Who, second, had pro

duced no texts open to literary interpretation before I began my own. Who,

third, had engaged throughout her life in little or no introspection and had
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Gloria Steinem, Ms. magazine editor, 1983 ~ photograph by Marianne Barcellona, People Weekly

discovered, when late in life she took it up under professional guidance, that

it revealed nothing of a startling nature. Finally, while she was a woman

whose life might be one version of an exemplary female destiny, she could

hardly be held up as pointing the way to women in general: she was too good

looking, too clearly a sex object, too nice, too self-effacing, too fond of men

and, with all these conventional female characteristics, perhaps the most

widely-known radical feminist of her time. (I acknowledge the need to defend

my characterization of her feminism as radical, and I shall eventually do so,

but not today.)

My only hope for a coherent and interesting biography, beyond the pre

sentation of those facts which any competent and patient researcher could

accumulate for herself, was to try to resolve the anomaly of a feminist who

was also ideally "feminine." If, as seemed likely, the second term of this anom

aly turned out to be, like the ideal itself: a chimera, then how would one

describe her palpable attractiveness? The central question remained.

I had begun with Deirdre Bair's desire as she described it in the intro

duction to her biography of Simone de Beauvoir. I wanted, she said, to write

the life of a woman "whose professional life was intellectually stimulating to

me and whose personal life was satisfactory to her." Surely, I told myself, this

was true of Steinem; and indeed it was. But I had not realized how strong
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had been the tension between Beauvoir's life-both her childhood and her

adult experiences as an intellectual and a lover-and her eventual feminism,

her accomplishments as a woman. The only tension palpable in Steinem's life

was between how she had been treated as a woman before 1969 and her

recognition that year of how paradigmatic her experience was of the condi

tion of women everywhere and at all times. That realization was sudden,

stunning, as though, she would say; a light had been turned on in a dark room

and for the first time she saw. After that, there she was, Gloria Steinem, a

fighter for the dispossessed and for women, across all race and class bound

arIes.

What was I to do with this? There was the simple task, as Sayers liked

to say, of getting at the facts. If we today consider facts less easily established

than Sayers did, still there were a number of misunderstandings that needed

correction. I had been told by casual acquaintances that Steinem broke up

marriages, had had her face lifted, admired detestable people, had shouted at

men who refused to marry her, was an agent of the CIA and the FBI for

which organizations Ms. magazine was the tool, and other fables so prepos

terous as to be hardly worthy of consideration, were it not for the media-con

trolled world in which we live. These stories were always the meaner and

more emphatic the greater the distance between the speaker and Steinem.

Unfamiliarity, too, breeds contempt and calumny.

It is, in any case, doubtful if lying stories are ever laid to rest; in my expe

rience, they are not, on the wholly erroneous assumption that where there is

smoke there is fire. As my husband reported to me from his service in the

Navy in World War II, there are also smoke-making machines.

And who was I to be writing this? I am her opposite, or so it has come

to seem to me. Lonely from a child, I have had, until recently; few "best

friends," as, in memory of her childhood, Steinem calls those she meets, likes,

and sees often. My professional life has been passed in academia, which

Steinem considers the most hurtful of all institutions. Because, she explains,

there is no bottom line. If the students like you, the faculty hates you; if the

facul ty likes you, the administration hates you, and so on. In the corporate

world at least-and she has little enough good to say of it-there is a bottom

line: money. Within the academic world, however, although I have long been

lonely and isolated as a woman and then as a feminist, I have had the satis-
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faction of teaching and learning in an ordered way. Steinem has always want

ed to write books, but her only writing, until this recent book, has been to

order. I have written fifteen books, and each was done because I wanted to

do it. Also, I have been long married and have three children. And so on.

In the end, I decided that the challenge might defeat me but that I would

not shy from the attempt. An unwillingness to return the rather large

advance (large for me, not for Tom Wolfe and Judith Krantz or Sara Paretsky)

was one factor, but I knew in my darkest moments this reluctance was insuf

ficient to deter me should I resolve to give up the task. After all, my hope had

been for biographies of women that might serve, in turn, to enlarge the range

of possibilities open to younger or daring older women. Steinem was beauti

ful and she was smart. Many women are, to any noticeable extent, neither.

Could a life not unlike hers be possible for a reader who was neither that

attractive nor that brainy? Steinem was resourceful, courageous, and untir

ing on behalf of others, yet like many women she had long needed to learn

how to deal with conflict, and how, willingly, to confront those who attacked

her. This struggle, never easy, was worth relating.

Clearly a woman who did not lack opportunities to marry, she chose not

to. A woman who could have had children, she chose not to. A woman who

found men intensely attractive, she was as woman-identified as any woman

has been. A woman readily raised to the middle-class, and indeed descended

from it, she spent her youth among the working class and never identified

herself as middle-class or confined her efforts to those in that category. If she

was in many ways good, noble, and magnanimous, she also liked to dress up,

to dance, to party, to go to movies, and to watch late-night television. She

was, in short, a woman of our time.

What about Steinem's relation to feminism? Steinem and the women's

movement are not coterminous or equivalent. She is not the movement and

cannot represent it. She is, however, indistinguishable from it and cannot be

understood outside of its history. I was, for a brief time, made happy with the

thought that, fitted in around Steinem's life like the stuff fruit is packed and

shipped in, was the history of the feminist movement, and I would provide an

account of it-without, of course, being an historian-that would at least be

of some use amid the general dearth of such histories. A number, I have

learned, are being written by competent historians and political scientists but
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too late for this biography.

It needs no historian to tell us that I shall not be able to write history

here. I can only offer what I have learned about feminist events in the past

thirty or so years, about those Steinem took part in, and about the ways var

ious branches of the women's movement intersected and interacted with each

other and with her.

Looking back now, I find it strange that Steinem and I never met,

although I, as a Ms. subscriber and as a reader of the New York Times and,

occasionally; other print media, knew of her, and she, I learned from her

papers, had read a book of mine as long ago as 1979. To my astonishment

Kathleen Nutter, my research assistant, turned up a summons to a meeting in

1974 in the house of Alice Kessler-Harris sent to both Steinem and me, as

well as to others. Steinem did not remember being there, I did not remem

ber being there, and Alice Kessler-Harris did not remember Steinem being

there. So much for clues to historical fact.

In undertaking the biography of Steinem, I had, as I early discovered,

undertaken to write the life of a woman who, unlike many others, had never

wished to be a boy. And, unlike her admired forebears, Susan B. Anthony;

spinster-virgin, or Elizabeth Cady Stanton, mother of eight, she had found a

woman's life that was not easY, but neither was it compromised either by the

repression of sexuality or the uncontrolled results of fertility.

Steinem herself sees it as a life in which she had less control, less direc

tion than she might have wished. Only in the last few years has she ordered

her life and felt in charge of it. Yet, to me she seems from the beginning to

have known, without knowing she knew, where she was going and what she

would do. As Ursula K. Le Guin has written:

When you find the hidden catch

in the secret drawer

behind the false panel

inside the concealed compartment

in the desk in the attic

rif the house in the dark forest,

and press the springfirmly,

a doorflies open to reveal
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a bundle of old letters,

and in one of them

is a map

of the forest

that you drew yourself

befOre you ever went there. *

I have not time today to say very much more, but I'll end with the con

cept all biographers of unconventional women face: that the subject of the

biography will be slow, or perhaps unable, to recognize the "map of the for

est," but she will certainly not be as slow as her contemporaries. The Steinem

before the women's movement was unfulfilled not only because she was not

allowed to do what she wanted to do and ,would later do but also because the

media had no genre, no ready story, in which to put her. They were faced

with a woman beautiful, intelligent, glamorous, and socially radical; they

floundered and still flounder for a definition of such a woman. That task of

definition is, for the moment, mine.

*Copyright © 1991 by Ursula K. Le Guin; excerpted from "The Writer On, and At, Her

Work": first appeared in The Writer on Her Work: VOlume II; reprinted by permission of the

author and the author's agent, Virginia Kidd.
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INTRODUCTION OF JANE WHITE

Margery N Sly

Smith College Archivist and ArchivistJOr Records in the Sophia Smith Collection

... Eight weeks after Jane White graduated from Smith in 1944, she was

cast in the Broadway adaptation of Strange Fruit, a novel about an inter-racial

love affair. She has been acting and singing professionally ever since, in roles

as diverse as Queen Agravaine in the Broadway and television productions of

Once Upon A Mattress to her Obie-winning Volumnia in Coriolanus to the

Duchesse de Krakenthorpe in The Daughter of the Regiment with the

Metropolitan Opera Company to herself in her one-woman show, Jane White,

Who? ..

When asked to join in the Sophia Smith Collection's anniversary celebra

tion by performing a scene from one of those past roles, Jane saw that as too

confining. It didn't give her the latitude to examine something she'd been

thinking about 'as the days trickle down to a precious few': "how truly mys

terious it is to be an actor." She asked herself: "Why would anyone with sense

choose the theatre as a life's work? Or is one chosen for it, by dint of one's

heritage, one's assets or one's deficits? Where does a talent for it come from

anyway? How much of the rest of your life is cheated or fulfilled by this

work? What about success and failure, are they important? Questions, ques

tions... and this after 47 years on the boards!" Jane's contribution to

"Revealing Women's Life Stories" became a dramatic meditation, using slides

made from photographs in her papers in the Sophia Smith Collection and a

script she composed from her life. She 'talked about a theatrical life, showed

some pictures, shared a few backstage tidbits, had some laughs, and examined

what it has meant to be an actor-a woman, a black, and an American.' She

shared herself in "Life as an Actress: A Mystery Story."
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LIFE AS AN ACTRESS:

A MYSTERY STORY

Jane White

.. Here's a cute, round child, eigh

teen months old, waving to you from a

park in Harlem in 1923. She's the first

child of Leah Gladys Powell (from

Philadelphia, descendant of a female

slave from Madagascar, a full-blooded

Cherokee Indian, and many slave-mas

ter couplings during the 1800s) and

Walter Francis White (from Atlanta,

the blue-eyed, blond, white-skinned

product of Southern interracial cou

pling run amok but who, at thirteen, in

the face of an attack on his black

1923 - photographer unknown neighborhood by the good white

burghers, decided once and for all to

identify himself with his black heritage).

So here is this child with the world spread out before her, probably pro

grammed at that time to be a wife and mother, perhaps a secretary, but above

all to "stay in her place" in a world where there was still lynching, voter

restriction, black and white drinking fountains-and you weren't even wel

come on the streets of New York City below 110th Street.

But she was lucky. Her father was then Assistant Secretary of the

NAACP and a writer who was awarded a Rosenwald Fellowship to produce a

novel. Being no fool, he decided to write it in France. Here she is on the ter

race of Villa Home Sweet Home which the family rented for $250 a year in

Villefranche-sur-Mer. It's 1927, she's five-and-a-half years old and that's her

brother, who is almost one. She's showing a certain flair in that hat-don't

you think?-and fluency in language, going to a local French ecole and deal

ing with the bonne atoutefaire, whose name was Vittoria and who came from

Genova and spoke a patois that often only this child could comprehend and
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1927 5- photographer unknown

translate. Thirty-four years later Jane

White was to marry a Ligurian.

Could Vittoria have been a foreshad

ow? A mystery....

It's now 1932 and she's ten years

old. She was ribbed, not entirely kind

ly; by her parents for being "pose-y."

But she played an Egyptian who was

being menaced by a student in a croc

odile costume in the school play at

Ethical Culture and was getting a

taste of the stage. She was also having

terrible trouble with her hair.

By seventeen all my black ancestry

came muscling in, and my hair was so

unruly that I cried over it a lot. There

was nothing wrong in all of this, but I

didn't know it in 1939. We were living

in a period when even black society

believed that the lighter-skinned you

were the more acceptable, and it was

somehow a source of shame to me to

be so brown in the midst of this fami

ly. Add to this that I was slow in

school; at one point I had had to be

tutored in math and reading. My

home life was not exactly functional,

with my father away most of the time 1932 §. photograph by James L. Allen

doing extraordinary things for the

advancement of the "colored" race (as we were then known) but short-tem

pered, impatient and uncommunicative at home, my mother harassed and

struggling with no money; and my brother having gotten all the eyelashes!

In school at Fieldston, where I was one of two colored students, I was called

Pinky and seem to have distinguished myself mostly by singing "Deep

Purple" to little knots of classmates in the corridors between classes. In sum,
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I was confused, unsure and solitary

and I adjusted to all of that by being

defensive, touchy; and rather arrogant.

An associate of my father's comment

ed, "She's a proud beauty!"

Smith College was a bittersweet

experIence. Mr. Neilson had ap

proached my father in the late 1930s

about desegregating the college a little

bit, so between 1940 and 1944 there

were three of us, girls from select fam

ilies who were "credits to their race":

The White family, 1939

S. photograph by G. M. Wilson

the brilliant daughter of the first black

Police Surgeon in New York City; my

cousin Minnie, who finished her stint

as a Phi Beta Kappa and summa cum laude, and me, who tended to get C's. It

was the beginning of my split-personality period. On the one hand, I was

Walter White's daughter, majoring in Sociology; as expected, very careful of my

image, rather prudish, wary; wanting to be like everyone else on campus with

the cashmere sweaters, real pearls, and proper Frank's moccasins I eouldn't

afford. The other Jane White minored in Music, studied lieder singing with

Anna Hamlin, was in the Dance Group, fenced, and wound up as one of the

three heads of Student Government. I graduated with a fine base for learn

ing and not the faintest clue to who I was or what I wanted to do or could do

in life!

In 1945 I was a leading lady on Broadway.

Here I am onstage at New York's Royale Theater as Nonnie in Lillian

Smith's own adaptation of her novel Strange Fruit about a doomed black

white love affair in Georgia, and that's the leading man Mel Ferrer, who later

married Audrey Hepburn. How in the world did all this happen, you may

ask? Pure fluke. Jose Ferrer, who was to direct the play; asked his former co

star from Othello, Paul Robeson, if he knew of any presentable, reasonably

intelligent young black woman who might fill the leading female role. Paul

Robeson said Walter White had a daughter who might do. I, in the mean

while, was enrolled in a ten-week introductory acting class to find out if the
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In {(Strange Fruit," 1945

~ photograph by Fred Fehl

Bernstein.) The class met one night a

week, but during the day I was a

proofreader at the Research Institute

of America and going nowhere. One

day I was summoned to the phone in

the office, and the caller said "This is

Jose Ferrer." Sure, I thought, some

joke! But when I finally suspended my

disbelief, I imagined him on the other

end of· the line in his Iago costume!

The play rehearsed in New York, went on tour for three months to Toronto,

Montreal, Boston and Philadelphia, and ran for about six months on

Broadway (in a time when productions could last quite a while even if they

weren't huge hits). But Strange Fruit was a success d'estime: Eleanor Roosevelt

wrote about it several times in her newspaper column, audiences came to

wonder at it and its exposure of so delicate and tabu a subject as an interra

cial affair (when few black actors had been seen in Broadway productions in

anything but servants' roles). As for me, I'd been lost but now I was found!

Eight years later I was on Broadway for the third time, in Take a Giant

Step with Louis Gossett, Jr., in his first professional role. Meanwhile there

had been acting classes (to learn how to do it right), voice classes, dance train

ing, some Off-Broadway and stock work, jobs as a salesclerk, some TV work

as a Latina at a time when no Hispanic actors were given work in the profes

sion, jobs in offices, a role as a native girl in a strange Broadway play, The

Climate of Eden, adapted and directed by Moss Hart that lasted about a

month. I had also been fired twice from Broadway plays because I was too

light-skinned to be believable as a Negro woman. Even in this one there was

great concern that Lou would seem to be involved with a white girl-hor

rors!-but none of their efforts to lower the lighting or darken my makeup

seemed to work. I was in constant fear that I'd be fired again.

theater might be my metier. (Another

young woman who was doing the

same thing in that class was Felicia

Monteleagre who went on to a terrific

TV career and married Leonard
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In «Take A Giant Step," 1953

~ photograph by John Erwin

I was also beginning a forty-year

long intermittent questioning of

whether I was in the right career. My

father had made it very clear right

after Strange Fruit that he loathed the

idea. On the other hand, there were

always good notices for me and predic

tions of future triumph, but in the

meantime nothing I was in ever lasted

more than a month (and seldom that),

my employment was always random

and unpredictable, never based on

what I'd done before, and I was past

thirty. Geraldine Page and Jason

Robards, classmates of mine, were well

on their way. What was the matter with me? It was a mystery I couldn't

solve.

In 1959 my career opened up. I got a call from a man I'd worked with in

1950, asking me to audition for a part in a new musical George Abbott was

going to direct. Was I going to say no? The word came back that my read

ing of the Queen had been brilliant, but... would I be willing to have a make

up job done on me and then audition again? Why, I ask. Because Mr. Abbott

thought you looked too, er, too European. You mean too Negro? Yes, says

my friend, with audible relief. It may strike you as bizarre that, in view of my

intense need to succeed, I said I had to think about it and would call him back.

What troubled me was that they didn't seem to want me but someone else.

Of course, I could have resolved the whole dilemma instantly if I had figured

out who me was! Well, I called myself an actor, didn't I? And actors had to

wear various guises, and the need for various guises was what created actors

in the first place, so was me even definable or relevant? I called my friend and

said yes, and in what I've always called my Ingrid Bergman makeup I got the

part. Carol Burnett and Jack Gilford and I and the rest of the company played

in Once Upon A Mattress for a year and subsequently did two CBS-TV specials

of it, one in black and white in 1962 and one in color'in 1974 (in which

Bernadette Peters and Elliot Gould took over two of the smaller roles). I've
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As Kate in "The Taming if the Shrew," 1960

s.. photograph by Lillian Photo Studio

As the Queen in "Once Upon a Mattress,"1964

s.. photograph by J. Peter Happel

(guess what?) unemployed. But at the

suggestion of one of my coaching stu

dents I went to Greenwich Village to

audition for a crazy one-act play to be

shown in an Italian restaurant, met the owner-director, and six months later

married him.

never been happier. The Queen used

everything of me: my diction, my

singing voice, the dance I had studied,

my womanliness, and my hauteur. For

years after I would hear that directors

who wanted somewhat bitchy ele

gance from their performers would say

"think Jane White."

So after that it was smooth sailing,

right? Hardly! There were still part

time jobs, coaching and teaching,

unemployment insurance which I

found humiliating, once a year a job in

the theater, and I was thirty-eight.

In the summer of 1960, by another

fluke, I got the chance to play Kate in

The Taming if the Shrew at Joseph

Papp's Public Theater in Central Park,

replacing Colleen Dewhurst, pregnant

with her first child by George C. Scott.

I was the first black actress to appear

at the New York Shakespeare Festival

in a major role. I was successful in it,

a lot of men fell in love with me, and I

felt instantly at home in the language

and surround of Shakespeare.

Now it's November 1961 and I'm

Meanwhile he produced The Man if Destiny for me, the first time I'd ever

done Shaw. Alfredo Viazzi liked my being an actor. Growing up in Savona,
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Italy, he'd been a voluntary go-fer for

the performers at the Teatro Cabrera,

had published short stories in the same

newspapers as his contemporaries

~ Federico Fellini and Italo Calvino, had

fought the war as an anti-Fascist par

tisan, and was a real feisty free

thinker. In the early years we both

struggled with and against being tied

to each other, but we lasted twenty-six

years, until his death in 1987.

Here I am in 1963 playing Helen

of Troy at the Circle in the Square.

The Greek director Michael Caco

yannis took a huge and daring leap of

imagination in casting me in this, but

he said he wanted a "real woman" for it

and was sick and tired of explaining to

actresses what he meant by that!

would have crawled over hot coals for

him, and I still would!

The entire summer of 1965 I was

in Central Park again, in Coriolanus as

the mother, Volumnia; in Love's

Labour's Lost as the Princess of France

In "Coriolanus," 1965

~ photograph by Ned Snyder

and as Helen of Troy again, in Troilus

and Cressida. I was feeling pretty good

about myself for one of the few times

in my life: I had the respect of my

peers in the theater, the press was

good to me, audiences responded, I got

an award for this work, and I finally had a persona: I was a classical actress. Of

course, I still hardly made any money at all, which you don't in the classics in

America. And a so-called friend called not only to congratulate me but to say

"But they're all white parts, Janie!" I didn't mind. The truth was that, except

As Helen if Troy, 1963

§. photograph by Bert Andrews
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in the writings of learned theater scholars, I was never thought of as a black

actress. There were no parts being written for anomalies. There still aren't.

In December of 1965, my husband and I left America and went to live in

Rome, forever. We each had our own reasons for going, for staying two-and

a-half years, and ultimately for returning. But while it lasted it was for me

magical and hard and dislocating andfreeing. I was free there to lose most of

my tensions and hostilities, to be simply a relatively young, black, beautiful

and sexy woman with a talent who could kick up her heels without it having

any deeper, more sociological significance for me or the audiences.

How about this lady, having discarded her classical shrouds, cavorting in

Arthur Kopit's play Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Mama's Hung You in the Closet and I'm

Feeling So Sad at a theater in Rome in 1966? (Jerome Robbins told me years

later that he wished I had played it when he directed it on Broadway. He'll

never know how desperately I wish it had even occurred to him.) And I had

another epiphany. In Rome and then in Paris, I finally played a black role and

had a kind of exhilarating coming-home to what my identity was, even

though the role of an evangelist in a rural black Southern church setting was

nowhere in my background. This all came about through the blandishments

of another black transplant from the New York theater scene named Jay Flash

Riley who had been touring the show throughout Europe and asked me to

join it. He said to me, "I want to see this part played right and then I can die

In "Oh Dad, Poor Dad. .. " in Rome, 1966 §o. photographer unknown
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As Clytemnestra, 1968

~ photograph by Edwin Gann Snyder

happy!" After Paris, at the Theatre Odeon, where a fan threw a blood-red rose

from one of the boxes onto the stool downstage I had sat on and Jean Louis

Barrault grabbed and kissed me and called me "a kind of genius," I said to

Flash, "Well, now you can die happy" and he said, "No, no, baby; you made me

want to live!"

But, as wonderful as Italy was, it was not my country; nor, it turned out,

was it any longer my husband's. We were Americans.

And so we came home when I was asked to replace Irene Papas as

Clytemnestra in Iphigenia in Aulis at the Circle in the Square in 1968. The

newspapers greeted m~ as if I was Ulysses returning to Ithaca; I was on talk

shows with nervous hosts because this

was Black Panther time; I went to par

ties; my name was above the title for

the first time; I was wooed by Jules

Irving of Lincoln Center and Ted

Mann of the Circle to do any classic of

my choice-and I did the stupidest

thing in my life, which I'll always

regret. I felt I was a modern woman

now, ready to break with the past in all

respects; I was forty-six years old and,

before it was too late, I wanted a place

in contemporary theater along with all

its perquisites: stardom, status, and

money--that wouldn't be so bad for a

change since it's the only thing that truly represents arrival in this country.

So I chose to do a new .play called The Cuban Thing about a Cuban family

enduring through Battista to Castro, with Rip Torn playing my husband and

Raul Julia our house servant. The play lasted one night on Broadway and was

stink-bombed ~o boot! So much for changing one's image.... Sometime in

here, Clive Barnes wrote in the New York Times that the legitimate theater

hadn't been entirely fair to Jane White because she didn't fit any of the molds.

God knows in the last twenty-four years there have been many molds on

display: Jane White browned-down to clarify things for American purposes

on the 1968 PBS version of Trumpets of the Lord, which I had done in Paris
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(this time around, with a young James

Earl Jones in the cast); Jane White as a

Madam in the film Klute with Jane

Fonda and Donald Sutherland; Jane

White as the Queen in Cymbeline in

Central Park (along with Christopher

Walken and William Devane); Jane

White as a mean nurse on Edge of
Night; Jane White in clubs and cabaret;

Jane White as Goneril in King Lear

with Morris Carnovsky; Jane White as

a New Orleans fortune-teller (and

crook) on Search for Tomorrow; Jane

White in a one-woman show called

As Goneril in "King Lear," 1975

§. photograph by Martha Swope

In the autobiographical one-woman show

"Jane White, Who? .. ," 1980

§. photograph by Nathaniel Tileston

Jane White, Who? .. produced by my

beloved husband; Jane White as Cly

temnestra again at the Williamstown

Theater with Christopher Reeve,

Blythe Danner, Ed Hermann, Celeste

Holm, and a cast of thousands; and, in

the Metropolitan Opera's centennial

season of 1983-84 (at the special invi

tation of James Levine who said, "Jane

White must be at the Met!") guest

artist in The Daughter of the Regiment

with Joan Sutherland and Alfredo

Kraus, and in the role of Andromache

in Les. Troyens with Placido Domingo,

Jessye Norman, and Tatiana

Troyanos. I've been a Spanish mother

in Lorca's Blood Wedding, the Nor-

wegian Mrs. Alving, the French Eleanor of Aquitaine, the English Mrs.

Higgins in Pygmalion, the German Story-Teller in Brecht, the black mother

in-law on the TV sit-com Amen, and yet another Roman Volumnia in

Coriolanus at the Folger Theater in Washington.
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I've been mother to three African-Americans (as we're now called) includ

ing Debbie Allen, to two Italians, four Latinos, two Irish, and eight assorteds.

I've learned thousands of lines, worn over 300 costumes and 40 wigs; I've

been blessed to be asked to play Kate twice, Helen of Troy twice (in different

plays), Clytemnestra three times, and Volumnia twice. And I've never really

made any money. Nor have I become a star.

So why have I done it for forty-seven years even though I still feel so

incomplete? It's not enough to say that it's one of the things all good actors

feel.

What, in heaven's name, led this supposedly normal little girl to become

an actress in the first place? If the emergence of a career in the theater

seemed random and pure fluke, as I've even called it myself, it "Lvasn't, not by

a long shot! Somewhere, in my father's house, the idea of excellence and high

standards and challenging pursuit were inculcated. Why then didn't I

become a brain surgeon? No, it had to be something more public and much

more difficult than that, something that would show the wor~d and my father

that I was valid and capable and, yes, even unique. But why do it the hard

way? Why challenge America's entrenched concepts of what black and white

are, thereby ensuring that my career would be troubled and in so many ways

unsuccessful? Why didn't I just go away and do something else? If you think

about it, all America's stars are people you know, types you recognize from

among your friends or the images that advertising has thrust on us. No one

is familiar with this woman. But then, I'm only sixty-nine. There's still time,

if my legs hold out.

And in the meantime there's the work. I don't mean "the employment,"

when it comes, but the art in becoming women of quality and dimension and

humanity on the stage, women who, in black or white face, make a difference

to the world. They're not victims or buffoons or losers, but strong exemplars

of womanhood.

A few years ago Frank Langella in "The Demon Seesaw Actors Ride," a

wonderful article in the New York Times about the fears and self-doubt and

uncertainty along with the occasional triumph all actors live with, wrote with

greater eloquence than I can muster: "With each new role comes a test of

heart, mind and spirit. Through the work an actor finds his place in society.

Up against a task larger than himself: he can transform and overcome. More
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than suffering, more than success, more than defeat, the work strengthens

and illuminates. It calms the tremble. It steadies the seesaw."
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CLOSING REMARKS

Sarah M. Pritchard

Director, Smith College Libraries

• I have been given the perhaps impossible task of summarizing the com

plex and profound content of these four wonderful presentations. I can only

offer a few insights scribbled down as I listened.

\V,e have come together these two days to celebrate the fiftieth anniver

sary of the Sophia Smith Collection. What that actually stands for is the

recognition that the lives and histories of women are central to understand

ing our individual and collective histories and cultures. Without the careful

and continuous collecting of papers, documents, photographs and objects

items whose value is not always obvious or whose form may be outside our

traditional definition of such things-without this vigorous collecting, orga

nizing, preserving, and ultimately publishing, we have very little basis for

tracing, assessing, and interpreting these histories. We also recognize and

celebrate the contribution made by women's colleges, especially the unceas

ing pathbreaking of Smith College and the extended Smith community.

In following our theme of "Revealing Women's Life Stories" we have had

presentations of four such stories: those of Jane White, Mary Ritter Beard,

Margaret Sanger, and Gloria Steinem. In fact we have had almost seven sto

ries, because the study of biography has shown us that the pursuit of the biog

rapher herself: the interaction between the author and the subject, is a story

woven into this fabric. That has been very clear to us in the presentations we

have had today. Each of these also has shown us the persistence of certain

themes and analytical frameworks that have emerged over the past twenty

years in the array of disciplinary perspectives known as women's studies and

feminist criticism, perspectives that have revolutionized our scholarship and

the very resources we use for that scholarship in our libraries and archives.

Let me note (in no special order) a few of the themes I have heard

throughout these talks:

§. Our personal awareness of our own history, whether at the micro level, as

Jane White presented it, or at the macro level in the way Mary Beard saw

women's history and how this history is shaped by our individual lives. In
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becoming aware, we also see women's creativity in inventing themselves and

telling their stories in the way they want to, given the needs of any particu

lar situation. This reflects the critique that women have made of received

knowledge and of the accepted definitions of self and society.

§. The changes women go through in their lives and thinking; the recogni

tion that there is not a single Gloria Steinem or a single Margaret Sanger and

that we can see these multiple identities only by looking at different pieces of

evidence over many years. A related theme is the changes scholars go

through in interpreting these pieces of evidence, and thus the importance of

the records we keep so that we can continually look back at them.

§. The public aspects of women's accomplishments and actions, and the

responsibility they assume for shaping their own and their public lives.

§. The complications of sexuality, the social determination of gender roles,

and the grave obstacles to women's full individual development and social

participation in the form of racism, sexism, medical ignorance, and economic

disadvantage.

§. The differences in how we view women's political rights, women's per

sonallives, and women's social status. A woman mayor may not identify with

needs in these three quite different areas, but we must come to understand

and evaluate the specific choices and strategies women adopt for their indi

vidual circumstances. These analytical frames demonstrate the complexity of

women's lives and the shifting perspectives through which we must look at

them.

§. The realization that we cannot reduce any woman's life to a single story

or theory, accepting instead the complexity of the interpretive variations that

emerge and the need to look at the underlying assumptions of the interpreter.

This realization illustrates the role of archives and, generally speaking, of

documents. We must always be able to go back to the original sources and

establish new linkages.

In a sense this celebration never ends. We actually celebrate every time

we acquire new papers and new materials or every time an individual writer

or researcher working with those materials reaches new insights and recre

ates women's lives and ideas through our collections. I was struck by one of

the passages Ellen Chesler cited from Margaret Sanger, to the effect that

women aren't allowed to toot their own horns. Today we have been· hearing
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that women are tooting their own horns. Let me thank all ofyou-our speak

ers, our students and facult~ our donors, the friends of the Sophia Smith

Collection, and everyone here today-for your participation and for making

this a truly memorable celebration.

ALUMNAE GYMNASIUM,

home if the Sophia Smith Collection

and Smith College Archives since 1983.
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